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Established in memory of Dr. B. (Bob) Ramakrishna 
Rau, this award recognizes his distinguished career in 
promoting and expanding the use of innovative computer 
microarchitecture techniques, including his innovation 
in compiler technology, his leadership in academic and 
industrial computer architecture, and his extremely high 
personal and ethical standards.

Award
A certificate and a $2,000 honorarium are awarded.

Presentation
The award is presented annually at the ACM/IEEE 
International Symposium on Microarchitecture.

Nomination Requirements
The candidate will have made an outstanding innovative 
contribution or contributions to microarchitecture and 
use of novel microarchitectural techniques or compiler/
architecture interfacing. It is hoped, but not required, that 
the winner will have also contributed to the computer 
microarchitecture community through teaching, mentoring, 
or community service.

This award requires 3 endorsements. 

Nominations are being accepted electronically by  
1 May 2019 to bit.ly/ramakrishna-rau.

Questions?
VIsit bit.ly/ramakrishna-rau 
or email awards@computer.org
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SPOTLIGHT ON TRANSACTIONS

Johnny English, the British MI7 spy portrayed on 
film by Rowan Atkinson, has already experienced 
the treacherous nature of microexpression (ME) 
analysis: in Johnny English Reborn, one movie in 

the blockbuster series, a high-frame-rate moving image of 
the spy’s face, significantly slowed down, reveals his gen-
uine feelings, otherwise professionally hidden. But 
in our world, where are such computers that automati-

cally and reliably retrieve and inter-
pret facial expressions?

In the recent Finish–British contri-
bution “Towards Reading Hidden Emo-
tions: A Comparative Study of Sponta-
neous Micro-Expression Spotting and 
Recognition Methods” (IEEE Transac-
tions on Affective Computing, vol. 9, no. 4, 
2018, pp. 563–577), Xiaobai Li, Xiaopeng 
Hong, Antti Moilanen, Xiaohua Huang, 
Tomas Pfister, Guoying Zhao, and Matti 
Pietikäinen discuss automatic compu-
tational analysis of “rapid, involuntary 
facial expressions which reveal emo-

tions that people do not intend to show.”
According to the authors, automatic ME analysis has so 

far been attempted on posed videos only, and reported ME 
recognition performance is low. As a step forward in this 
promising discipline, the authors introduce spotting of 
spontaneous MEs even in arbitrary long video recordings 
without the need of training. As to recognition, their sug-
gested framework surpasses previous efforts significantly 
on two demanding standard spontaneous ME databases. In 
additional tests, their techniques for automatic ME recogni-
tion significantly outperform humans at ME recognition 

Microexpressions: 
A Chance for 
Computers to Beat 
Humans at Detecting 
Hidden Emotions?
Björn Schuller, Imperial College London and University of Augsburg

This installment of Computer’s series 

highlighting the work published in IEEE 

Computer Society journals comes from IEEE 

Transactions on Affective Computing.
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and match human skills in combined 
ME spotting and recognition.

In the authors’ framework, the abil-
ity to spot MEs relies on appearance-based 
feature descriptors. The two inner eye 
corners and a nasal spine point are located 
first and then tracked by the Kanade–Lu-
cas–Tomasi algorithm. The points also 
serve for in-plane rotation and face-size 
normalization, but 3D head rotation is ig-
nored. The points further serve to fix a 6 × 6 
grid. Calculations are made of local binary 
pattern (LBP) histograms and, alternatively, 
histograms of optical flow per block. ME 
spotting is based on analyses of differences 
between the features of a current frame 
and the average facial features over a time 
window with thresholding and peak de-
tection. Once MEs are spotted, features 
extracted are fed into linear-support vector 
machines for subject-independent classifi-
cation into positive, negative, or surprised 

MEs. The authors compare LPB-type his-
tograms of oriented gradients with those 
of image-gradient orientation features 
based on near-infrared and RGB-color im-
ages. They also compare the effects of dif-
ferent temporal interpolation and motion 
magnification to counter the low intensity 
of ME methods after face alignment. In 
their final system, they recommend LBP 
features for spotting. For recognition, they 
recommend four and 10 as parameters for 
magnification and temporal interpolation 
and HIGO-type features.

T he task of analyzing sponta-
neous MEs is challenging as they 
tend to be brief and low in inten-

sity. Nonetheless, computer systems 
should be able to match or surpass the 
human ability to read and interpret fa-
cial expressions. Thus, many expected 

applications for automatic ME recog-
nition and analysis will soon appear in 
many fields, including forensics and psy-
chotherapy. However, further efforts are 
needed to ensure that technologies for 
spotting MEs are not easily fooled by, for 
example, literal blinks of an eye. Also, ad-
vances are needed to make such technol-
ogies practical and reliable in real-world 
settings. Advances in deep learning may 
be useful in helping to achieve these 
goals sooner rather than later. 

BJÖRN SCHULLER is a professor 
of artificial intelligence at Imperial 
College London and of embedded in-
telligence for health care and well-be-
ing at the University of Augsburg. 
Contact him at schuller@ieee.org.
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Computer Highlights Society Magazines
The IEEE Computer Societ y’s l ineup of 12 peer-re-
viewed technical magazines covers cutting-edge top-
ics ranging from software design and computer graph-
ics to Internet computing and security, from scientific 
applications and machine intelligence to visualiza-
tion and microchip design. Here are highlights from 
recent issues.

Evidence-Based Reasoning in Intelligence Analysis: 
Structured Methodology and System
This ar ticle from the November/December 2018 
issue of Computing in Science & Engineering presents 
a scientif ic method-based approach and system that 
helps intelligence analysts and others reason better 
when addressing issues involving incomplete, con-
t rad ic tor y, a mbig uou s, a nd m i ssi ng i n for m at ion. 
The approach integrates the analyst’s imagination 
and exper tise with the computer’s knowledge and 
critical reasoning.

Interview with Charles Bigelow
Charles Bigelow’s career parallels the development of 
digital font technology. He has designed fonts and con-
sulted about font technology with many of the compa-
nies that created desktop publishing systems. He has 
also written extensively on digital font technology and 
taught at Rhode Island School of Design, Stanford, and 

Rochester Institute of Technology. Read more in the 
July–September 2018 issue of IEEE Annals of the History 
of Computing.

OpenSpace: Bringing NASA Missions to the Public
This article from the September/October 2018 issue of 
IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications presents Open-
Space, an open-source astrovisualization software 
project designed to bridge the gap between scientific 
discoveries and their public dissemination. There is a 
wealth of data for space missions from NASA and other 
sources. OpenSpace brings this data together and com-
bines it in a range of immersive settings. Through non-
linear storytelling and guided exploration, interactive 
immersive experiences help the public to engage with 
advanced space mission data and models and, thus, be 
better informed and educated about NASA missions, the 
solar system, and outer space. The authors demonstrate 
this capability by exploring the OSIRIS-Rex mission.

Toward the Musicologist-Driven Mining  
of Handwritten Scores
For many decades, historical musicologists have been 
seek i ng objec t ive a nd power f u l tech n iques to col-
lect, analyze, and verif y their findings. The aim of 
this study, published in the July/August 2018 issue of 
IEEE Intelligent Systems, is to show the importance of 
such domain-specific problems to achieve actionable 
knowledge discovery in the real world. The focus is 
on finding evidence for the chronological ordering 
of J.S. Bach’s manuscripts by proposing a musicolo-
gist-driven mining method for extracting quantitative 
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information f rom early music manuscripts. Bach’s 
C-clefs were extracted from a wide range of manu-
scripts under the direction of domain experts and, 
w it h t hese, C-c lef s were c l a ssi f ied. T he proposed 
methods were evaluated on a data set containing more 
than 1,000 clefs extracted from Bach’s manuscripts. 
The results show more than 70% accuracy for dating 
Bach’s manuscripts. Dating of Bach’s lost manuscripts 
was quantitatively hypothesized, providing a rough 
barometer to combine with other evidence to evaluate 
musicologists’ hypotheses.

Efficient Cloud Provisioning for Video  
Transcoding: Review, Open Challenges,  
and Future Opportunities
Video transcoding is the process of encoding an initial 
video sequence into multiple sequences of different bit 
rates, resolutions, and video standards, to view it on devices 
of various capabilities and with various network access 
characteristics. Because video coding is a computationally 
expensive process and the amount of video in social media 
networks drastically increases every year, large media pro-
viders’ demand for transcoding cloud services will continue 
to rise. This article, which appeared in the September/Octo-
ber 2018 issue of IEEE Internet Computing, surveys related 
state-of-the-art cloud services. It also summarizes research 
on video transcoding and provides indicative results for 
a transcoding scenario of interest related to Facebook. 
Finally, it illustrates open challenges in the field and out-
lines paths for future research.

Not in Name Alone: A Memristive Memory 
Processing Unit for Real In-Memory Processing
Data movement between processing and memory is the 
root cause of the limited performance and energy effi-
ciency in modern von Neumann systems. To overcome 
the data-movement bottleneck, the authors of this arti-
cle from the September/October 2018 issue of IEEE Micro 
present the memristive memory-processing unit, a real 
processing-in-memory system in which the computation 
is done directly in the memory cells, thus eliminating 
the need for data transfers. Furthermore, with its enor-
mous inner parallelism, this system is ideal for data-in-
tensive applications that are based on single instruction, 
multiple data, therefore providing high throughput and 
energy efficiency.

A Crossmodal Approach to Multimodal Fusion  
in Video Hyperlinking
With the recent resurgence of neural networks and 
the proliferation of massive amounts of unlabeled 
multimodal data, recommendation systems and mul-
timodal retrieval systems based on continuous rep-
resentation spaces and deep-learning methods are 
becoming of great interest. Multimodal representa-
tions are typically obtained with auto-encoders that 
reconstruct multimodal data. In this article from the 
April–June 2018 issue of IEEE MultiMedia, the authors 
describe an alternative method to perform high-level 
multimodal fusion that leverages crossmodal transla-
tion by using symmetrical encoders cast into a bidi-
rectional deep neural network (BiDNN). Using the les-
sons learned from multimodal retrieval, they present 
a BiDNN-based system that performs video hyperlink-
ing and recommends interesting video segments to 
a viewer. Results established using TRECVID’s 2016 
video hyperlinking benchmarking initiative show that 
our method obtained the best score, thus defining the 
state of the art.

Teaching Pervasive Computing in Liberal  
Arts Colleges
In this article from the July–September 2018 issue of 
IEEE Pervasive Computing, the authors ref lect on the 
critical role of liberal arts education in fostering cre-
ative, collaborative, and ethical innovators for perva-
sive computing. They discuss why liberal arts educa-
tion is important as a foundation for advanced studies 
and leadership in ubiquitous computing, and they share 
their experiences teaching pervasive computing in lib-
eral arts colleges.

Fingerprinting for Cyberphysical System Security: 
Device Physics Matters Too
Due to the increase in attacks against cyberphysical sys-
tems, it is important to develop novel solutions to secure 
these critical systems. System security can be improved 
by using the physics of process actuators (that is, devices). 
Device physics can be used to generate device finger-
prints to increase the integrity of responses from process 
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actuators. Read more in the September/October 2018 issue 
of IEEE Security & Privacy.

Software Engineering’s Top Topics, Trends,  
and Researchers
This article on software engineering’s 50th anniversary, 
which is part of the September/October 2018 issue of IEEE 
Software, offers an overview of the twists, turns, and numer-
ous redirections seen over the years in the software engi-
neering (SE) research literature. Nearly a dozen topics have 
dominated the past few decades of SE research, and they 
have been redirected many times. Some are gaining popu-
larity, whereas others are becoming increasingly rare.

A Cognitive Assistance Framework for Supporting 
Human Workers in Industrial Tasks
Cognitive systems are capable of human-like actions such 
as perception, learning, planning, reasoning, self- and 
context-awareness, interaction, and performing actions 
in unstructured environments. The authors of this article 
from the September/October 2018 issue of IT Professional 
present an implemented framework for an interactive cog-
nitive system that enables human-centered, adaptive indus-
trial assistance in cooperative, complex human-in-the-loop 
assembly tasks. The functionality of the cognitive system 
includes enabling perception and awareness, understand-
ing and interpreting situations, reasoning, decision mak-
ing, and autonomous acting. 
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FEBRUARY 1969
In the early years, Computer was published only bimonthly. 
Therefore, we will have to skip our interesting and informa-
tive extractions for this month. The next column will appear 
in the March issue of Computer, and we hope you will eagerly 
wait for its publication.

FEBRUARY 1994
Is 1994 1984 All Over Again? (p. 8) “This year, we face the 
prospect of yet another profound development. Instead of 
micro, it is a new era of multimedia telecommunications—
the convergence of micros with communications networks. 
… 1994 marks the beginning of a roller-coaster ride into yet 
another era of computing. We at Computer Magazine plan to 
be at the forefront of this activity with articles and columns 
that aim squarely at the core of these technologies. Our new 
“Computing Milieu” section tackles the sociological and phil-
osophical underpinnings of this new era, our “Computing 
Practices” section illustrates how to apply the new technolo-
gies, and our regular research articles give you a look at what 
is to come.”

Exploiting the Parallelism Available in Loops (p. 13) “An 
efficient approach for extracting this potential parallelism 
is to concentrate on the parallelism available in loops. Since 
the body of a loop may be executed many times, loops often 
comprise a large portion of a program’s parallelism. A vari-
ety of parallel computer architectures and compilation tech-
niques have been proposed to exploit this parallelism at dif-
ferent granularities.” (p. 14) “We’re interested in parallelism 
limitations due to data dependences, since, at least in theory, 
we could eliminate resource dependences with additional 
hardware. For simplicity, we’ll limit the analysis to singly 
nested loops in which the loop index has been normalized 
to vary from 1 to n with a stride (increment between itera-
tions) of 1.” (p. 16) “Fine-grained parallel architectures exploit 

loop parallelism at the instruction set level by issuing sev-
eral instructions or operations in a single cycle. At runtime, 
dependences between operations must be checked either 
statically by the compiler or dynamically by the hardware to 
ensure that only independent operations are issued simul-
taneously.” (p. 19) “While fine-grained parallel architectures 
exploit parallelism at the instruction level, coarse-grained 
architectures exploit it by scheduling entire iterations on 
separate processors. On the shared-memory multiprocessor 
shown in Figure 10, for example, the independent tasks to be 
scheduled are the individual instantiations of the iterations, 
each with a unique value of the loop index.” (Editor’s note: 
The article evaluates various parallelization strategies for both 
coarse-grained and fine-grained approaches. However, it restricts 
its analysis to situations that appear in scientific programming, 
for example, matrix-based situations. In today’s situations, sta-
tistical analysis of large amounts of data—for example, for infor-
mation mining—are important parts of parallelization; therefore, 
novel distribution techniques had to be found.)

Defining Requirements for a Standard Simulation Envi-
ronment (p. 28): “In this article, we define a reference model 
for general-purpose discrete-event simulation environments 
as well as the associated requirements for the model’s func-
tional layers, to be used as the basis for a future standard.” 
(p. 30) “Reference model … The model consists of five distinct 
layers. The top layer, or application layer 4, can access all lay-
ers so that developers can add application-specific constructs 
to their environments. The lower layers include properties 
that enable implementation of similar features at higher lev-
els. The lowest layer 0 provides the basic language-level sup-
port for the environment and can be accessed by all other lay-
ers. Layer 1 defines the requirements for model specification. 
Layer 2 deals with model knowledge management. Layer 3 is 
the system design layer.” (Editor’s note: The article proposes a 
reference architecture for simulation systems that, despite look-
ing attractive, never managed to become the reference model in 
simulation. Simulink from MathWorks is widely used, but other 
approaches still play important roles.)

Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/MC.2019.2897920
Date of publication: 22 March 2019
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50 & 25 YEARS AGO

A Methodology for Design, Test, and Evaluation of Real-
Time Systems (p. 35): “This methodology can reduce proj-
ect costs and shorten schedules because it requires per-
formance evaluation and integration testing early, when 
problems are generally easier and less costly to correct. … 
This article presents a methodology that is suitable for use as 
part of either a prototyping approach or a component-reuse 
approach. This methodology integrates modeling and simu-
lation as well as developmental and operational testing over 
the life cycle. The type of systems or components we address 
operate in real time.” (p. 36) “This methodology consists of 
an analytical approach for representing (1) a system and its 
environment, and (2) a hardware and software architecture. 
Both the methodology and the modeling-and-simulation/
test-and-evaluation suite based on this architecture are called 
ASSET (an acronym for aerospace systems simulation, engi-
neering, and test tool).” (Editor’s note: The publication analyzes 
in detail a design/simulation/implementation approach for an 
airborne interferometer processing system.)

Ada System Dependency Analyzer Tool (p. 49): “Strongly 
typed languages like Ada promote significant extensibility 
and reusability because they support safe, error-free inter-
faces between different software packages. At the same time, 
this ability to embed diverse systems within an application, 
particularly commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) software, often 
unintentionally adds to architectural complexity. … With 
large, complex software systems, automated tools are indis-
pensable for identifying the architectural components, the 
structure that interconnects them, and other subtle depen-
dencies. This article describes the construction of an Ada 
System Dependency Analyzer (SDA), a software architecture 
analysis tool that generates a quantitative snapshot of an 
Ada application’s software architecture. The SDA can pro-
cess thousands of Ada source files during a single run and 
report on them as a group of files comprising a single Ada 
system.” (p. 54) “Our object-oriented design method provides 
the additional benefit of letting us add new features to the 
SDA in a straightforward manner. For example, to add a new 
capability, a handle routine is added to the parser, providing 
a point of call for the new construct when it is detected in the 
grammar.” (Editor’s note: The authors claim that the approach 
can easily be adopted to other high-level programming environ-
ments but do not indicate how this could be done, which is espe-
cially interesting in light of the ADA idiosyncrasies mentioned in 
the next article.)

Implementing a Software Configuration Management 
Environment (p. 56) “Configuration management is con-
cerned with maintaining a product’s integrity. To do so, 
a successful CM environment requires three basic capa-
bilities: (1)  version control, (2) a check-out/check-in facility, 
and (3) a buffered-compare program.” (p. 59) “There are a 
few other items to consider when developing a software CM 

environment: (1) establishing a standards-checking pro-
gram, (2)  implementing an automated problem-reporting 
system, (3) automating the generation of configuration status 
accounting reports, and (4) providing an automated metrics 
acquisition and reporting capability.” (Editor’s note: The article 
develops and describes a software configuration management sys-
tem not so different from others existing in 1994, but it also relates it 
to the ADA environment developed in the previous article.)

Computer Science for the Many (p. 62) “Traditional literacy 
courses were developed some years ago and are still taught 
at many universities throughout the world. These courses 
emphasize learning the vocabulary of computing; gaining 
some experience with software packages, such as word pro-
cessing, spreadsheets, and database systems; and studying 
the history and social impact of computing. … Unfortunately, 
literacy courses address the syntax and form of the field 
rather than the structure and ideas. They enable students to 
use machines, but they do not engage their intellects in the 
real excitement of computing. Memorized vocabulary will not 
last unless tied to a real understanding, and the applications 
packages students learn will soon be out of date.” (p. 63) “The 
philosophy is that if students develop sufficient knowledge of 
what computers can do, and learn how to get started doing 
those things, they will have gained knowledge and skills of 
lasting value. The course teaches this material by introducing 
the students to programming and by teaching them the fun-
damental mechanisms of computer hardware and software.” 
(p. 69) “Artificial intelligence. This topic divides into two 
parts, knowledge representation and reasoning. The knowl-
edge representation lectures introduce several common rep-
resentation schemes. … The reasoning lectures show several 
search methodologies and applications of problem solving. … 

“In concluding the artificial intelligence study, instructors 
try to characterize the field’s current level of success and warn 
against over optimism about the future. Students are told 
that almost any intelligent phenomenon—learning, problem 
solving, creativity, natural language processing, vision, and 
so forth—can be simulated to a very limited extent. However, 
no artificially intelligent phenomenon of this nature has been 
exhibited to a great degree, nor is this likely in the foresee-
able future.” (Editor’s note: I consider this curriculum proposal to 
be well thought out and well argued. Not knowing the U.S. scene 
for such basic computer courses in academia, I am somewhat sur-
prised that the subjects covered apparently are not contained in 
such courses. In Germany and Austria, such content was and is 
more or less standard.)

Former IBM Chief T.J. Watson, Jr., dies (p. 84) “In 1977, 
when he received an honorary Doctor of Civil Law degree 
from Oxford University, Watson summed up concerns that 
had occupied him in both his business and his public service 
roles: ‘One of the most important problems we face today, as 
techniques and systems become more and more pervasive, is 
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the risk of missing that fine, human point that may well make 
the difference between success and failure, fair and unfair, 
right and wrong. … No IBM computer has an education in the 
humanities. … There isn’t a single one with moral standards, 
conscience, soul, or heart. … I say that for every step forward 
in the direction of more so-called scientific management, we 
must take one or more steps toward improved preservation 
of human values.” (Editor’s note: A statement I fully subscribe 
to. However, more than 40 years later, I sometimes have the strong 
impression that we have forgotten this fact and trust computers, 
clouds, big data, and deep learning more than our own human val-
ues, intelligence, and ethics.)

The Open Channel: Natural Talent for Computing (p. 120) 
“Two extremes. Today, I am teaching in the laboratory again. 
I’m moving between people who are convinced that they know 
everything about computers and people who are convinced 
that they will never know anything about computers. Some-
where in here are future computer science stars, but they’re not 
so easy to spot anymore. I’m thinking, maybe we need fewer 
gun nuts and fewer computer nuts, and more people who can 
hit what they’re aiming at. I’m beginning to believe that natu-
ral talent is a matter of a fresh, patient, and open mind.” (Edi-
tor’s note: What a true statement and one that is often completely 
disregarded by our “modern” recruiting methods.) 
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The fields of computer science, computer engi-
neering, and software engineering are remark-
ably broad, and few people can fully encompass 
all three. Fewer still can clearly see how these 

fields interact with each other, how each borrows from 
the other and comments on a different approach to the 
problems of computation, and how they work together as 
a complex whole. In this issue, we present five articles that 
demonstrate the diversity of computation and point to the 
common goal of making computation useful.

If I were to identify a good entry point for this issue, I 
might suggest Antinyan, Sandberg, and Staron’s article on 
code complexity, “A Pragmatic View on Code Complexity 
Management.” The authors identify an important point 
in this article: There is a big difference between complex-
ity that is essential and complexity that is a byproduct 

Holding Us 
Together
David Alan Grier, Djaghe, LLC

The articles in this issue draw 

from the past, offer a bit of 

present insight, and look to the 

future. Taken together, you get 

a sense of what the entire field 

of computing is doing today 

and how it all holds together. Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/MC.2019.2897033
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of the engineering process. All of us 
are engaged in the work of managing 
complexity and ensuring that our sys-
tems have enough elements to work 
properly but not so many that they be-
come obscure or brittle.

Since complexity is often the en-
emy of agility and robustness, you 
may want to jump next to “Soft-
ware Systems With Antifragility to 
Downtime” by Hole and Otterstad, 
which discusses how to think about 
systems that are robust and should 
operate continually. These authors 
approach the subject from a negative 
point of view when they write about 
“software systems that are antifragile 
against downtime.” As a good editor, 
I normally would highlight the text 
and tell them to phrase their results 
in a positive way. However, they have 
good reason to approach the subject 
from a negative viewpoint, since an-
tifragility really is more of a strategy 
for building good systems and avoid-
ing the problems that bring software 
to a stop.

Failed systems, through either com-
plexity or fragility, can indicate a failed 
engineering process and invite a legal in-
vestigation. However, there often are le-
gal implications for software that is func-
tioning properly. In “Algorithms: Law 
and Regulations,” Treleaven, Barnett, and 
Koshiyama ask if there is a new legal sta-
tus for algorithms and if we need to start 
thinking about how algorithms interact 
with legal institutions.

Legal structures are important 
because we don’t always see the im-
plications of our work. Siddique, 
Akhtar, Khan, and Kim, the authors 
of the next article, “KDD Cup 99 Data 
Sets: A Perspective on the Role of Data 
Sets in Network Intrusion Detection 
Research,” look at a classic problem of 
computer science that was proposed 
at the 1999 Knowledge Discovery and 
Data Mining Conference (KDD). At that 
conference, DARPA proposed a contest 

to build an algorithm that could de-
tect potential intruders from the pat-
terns in network traffic. (The contest 
and its result are in IEEE Xplore at 
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document 
/821515.) This current article suggests 
that, while the contest may have been 
important to the KDD field, its data 
may not be the best example of current 
intruder traffic.

T he last article, by Bresniker et 
al., ”Rack-Scale Capabilities: 
Fine-Grained Protection for 

Large-Scale Memories” returns to the 
hardware roots of computing but does 
so with a modern twist. It looks at 
the problem of properly securing net-
worked memory units, particularly 

the fabric-attached memory that has 
been part of Hewlett-Packard’s re-
search on new network articles. Like 
all of the articles here, this one pres-
ents an interesting solution, identifies 
the strengths and weaknesses of that 
solution, and suggests the next steps 
for research. 

Of course, that is the common fea-
ture of the articles in this issue.  They 
draw from the past, give some insight 
into the present, and look to the fu-
ture. That is what the entire field of 
computing is doing today. 

DAVID ALAN GRIER is a principal 
with Djaghe, LLC. He is a Fellow of 
the IEEE. Contact him at dagrier.dc@
gmail.com.
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Vard Antinyan and Anna B. Sandberg, Volvo Car Group

Miroslaw Staron, University of Gothenburg

This article endeavors to underpin complexity understanding 

by scrutinizing how developers experience code complexity 

and how certain code characteristics impact complexity. 

The results provide a distinction between essential and 

accidental code characteristics and help in evaluating the 

influence of these characteristics on complexity increase. 

Source code, unlike other artifacts, is structurally 
sophisticated, representationally abstract, and 
progressively versatile over time. Therefore, it is 
considered one of the most complex artifacts cre-

ated by humans. The complexity of any living product code 
grows,1 but there are no well-accepted strategies to manage it. 
Code complexity measures created previously are not of much 
help in making code simpler because they cannot distinguish 
accidental complexity from one that is essential. The best that 
they can do is to predict maintainability and defects.2 A pivotal 
question that still needs to be answered is how can one identify 
the accidental part of complexity to reduce it? 

COMPLEXITY
The concept of complexity emerges from systems the-
ory to elucidate the difficulty of system understanding 
due to its elements and interconnections. Generally, 
it has been difficult to define complexity comprehen-
sively. One of the most comprehensive definitions is pro-
vided by Maier:3 “Complexity is an emergent property of 
a system due to its elements and interconnections.”

This definition assumes that complexity is an 
intrinsic quality of a system. More elements and fur-
ther interconnections in a system create more dif-
f icult y in understanding how the system works. 
Because the difficulty of understanding emerges 
from an increasing number of elements and intercon-
nections, by which complexity is defined, then that 

A Pragmatic View 
on Code Complexity 
Management 
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difficulty of understanding emerges 
from complexity.

Here we should notice that, even 
though understanding is a purely 
cognitive quality and complexity is a 
purely system quality, they are unshak-
ably connected in their essence. In fact, 
it would be hard to describe what com-
plexity is without considering that it is 
sensed and interpreted by the human 
brain. Hence, to scrutinize the impact 
of complexity on system development, 
one needs to understand such func-
tions of the brain that sense informa-
tion, manipulate it, and make deci-
sions accordingly when the system is 
being developed.

COMPLEXITY IN THE BRAIN
Any information that can be obtained 
by human senses is filtered with the 
help of transient sensory stores in the 
brain.4 If the information is irrele-
vant, it tends to disappear from these 
sensory stores quickly. If the informa-
tion is relevant, however, it is stored 
in short-term memory. Short-term 
memory is an intermediate memory 
storage system that can hold informa-
tion for about 30 s to permit its use by 
working memory. Working memory, 
which is the executive function of the 
brain, then uses this information for 
either decision making or rehearsal 
for storing it in long-term memory. 
Long-term memory is a large mem-
ory storage that requires elaborate 
rehearsal of any information to store 
and activate it when working mem-
ory requires it.

S h o r t- t e r m  m e m o r y  h a s  t w o 
important qualities that seem to have 
a crucial impact on the effectiveness 
of processing information and mak-
ing decisions. The first is its remark-
ably small capacity. On average, short-
term memory can hold no more than 

seven elementary concepts at a time. 
This means that the large amount of 
information obtained through the 
human senses cannot be stored and 
managed at once. To manage the 
continuous flow of information into 
short-term memory, working memory 
decomposes information into small 
and relatively isolated units. Because 
a decomposed unit is not completely 
independent, its linkages with the 
directly related units are also stored. 
The more isolated a unit is, the fewer 
linkages there are to remember, and, 
therefore, the easier it is to process the 
information. A summary of experi-
ments on the capacity of short-term 
memory was reported by Miller,5 who 
also observed that, irrespective of the 
subject of information, this capacity 
remains in the same limit.

The second quality of short-term 
memory is that it gives quick access to 
its information. As opposed to long-
term memory, which requires con-
tinuous (and sometimes long-lasting) 
exercises for accessing information, 
short-term memory permits access to 
its total content in milliseconds. To 
understand how short-term memory, 
long-term memory, and working mem-
ory deal with code complexity when 
maintaining code, we provide the fol-
lowing example.

A developer always works on a 
small unit of code at a time, and the 
only information the developer’s 
short-term memory holds is a small 
number of elements and their direct 
interconnections with the rest of the 
code. When the necessary modifica-
tions are complete, the developer’s 
short-term memory unloads the cur-
rent information and reloads the next 
unit of information. At all times, the 
developer’s short-term memory holds 
only the information of the elements 

and interconnections of a small unit 
of code. One can imagine that the 
developer’s short-term memory slides 
over the elementary code statements, 
continuously loading/unloading ele-
ments and their interconnections and 
making the necessary modifications, 
at all times holding no more than 
seven elementary concepts.

If the code is difficult to decompose 
into small and well-isolated units, 
however, short-term memor y gets 
loaded and unloaded more inten-
sively, so working memory can obtain 
a thorough understanding of the unit 
and make decisions. In this case, 
working memory (whether by inten-
tion or not) conducts an elaborative 
rehearsal process, which activates a 
part of long-term memory and stores 
a larger content of relevant informa-
tion there. Working memory then can 
access the newly stored information 
in long-term memory relatively more 
easily and manipulate it for deci-
sion making.

The activation of long-term mem-
ory, nonetheless, takes a substantial 
amount of time and effort. Therefore, 
the developer experiences a sense of 
difficulty and tiredness. As a result, 
the likelihood of making mistakes 
will grow, and maintenance time will 
increase. Consequently, it is relevant 
to scrutinize the elementary code 
characteristics that make the smallest 
units of code highly interconnected 
(complex). Two questions are central 
to this scrutiny.

 › Which are the elementary char-
acteristics of code that increase 
complexity?

 › Which of these characteristics 
are accidental and thus avoid-
able, and which are essential and 
thus unavoidable?
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The next section answers these two 
questions.

EVALUATING CODE 
CHARACTERISTICS
Brooks6 claimed that complexity of 
code is essential because it is a corol-
lary of essential structural character-
istics of code. According to Brooks, 
because code characteristics are essen-
tial, there is little chance to decrease 
complexity. It is known that there are 
also representational and evolutional 
characteristics of code that are often 
accidental and can have a major role in 
complexity decrease.7,8

In 2012, when we were developing 
decision-support systems for Ericsson 
and the Volvo Group, a question often 
came up during discussions with soft-
ware engineers: What is it that makes 
code complex? This question was partic-
ularly important because, initially, the 
McCabe complexity measure was used9 
for complexity assessment, but soft-
ware engineers found it to be a simplis-
tic measure. Thereafter, we discussed 
this question as part of numerous group 
meetings with 12 software engineers in 
the companies. Ten code characteristics 
were identified that are omnipresent 
in code and perceived to have distinc-
tive impacts on complexity. The next 
section discusses how avoidable these 
characteristics are when coding.

Essential and accidental 
characteristics
Here, a postulate is that the more avoid-
able a characteristic, the more it is acci-
dental. The 10 characteristics are pre-
sented in Table 1. The third column of 
the table gives explanations of why and 
to what extent the characteristics can 
be avoided in code.

The first two characteristics in 
the table seem to be strictly essential, 

because operators and variables are core 
constituents for implementing problem 
domain tasks. A defined minimal num-
ber of variables and operators should be 
used in accomplishing a given program-
ming task.

The next two characteristics, calls 
and conditional statements, are mostly 
essential for the same reason as the for-
mer two. The extensive use of them, 
however, can create many logical paths 
and abstract away the operations of 
the function, making the function 
difficult to comprehend. In particu-
lar, case decomposition can be used to 
avoid such a scenario, but often decom-
position can be performed only at 
t he expense of creating more cou-
pled functions.

When it comes to logically unrelated 
tasks, it is difficult to decide to what 
extent these tasks are logically unre-
lated; therefore, it is difficult to under-
stand when to avoid them by decompo-
sition. Here, there can be two extreme 
options: an isolated but noncohesive 
function versus a group of coupled but 
cohesive functions. Depending on the 
task to be programmed, the tradeoff 
between coupling and cohesion can 
be different.

Without changing code, it is not pos-
sible to conduct software maintenance 
or development. Changes that are too 
frequent, however, may indicate rather 
unstable code. It is usually possible to 
avoid too-frequent changes by having a 
well-modularized architectural design 
that will prevent change waves across 
different code areas.

If the same unit of code is modified 
by many developers simultaneously, 
each developer needs to understand how 
his or her individual changes are related 
to changes made by colleagues. It is usu-
ally possible to avoid many developers, 
making changes in the same code by 

implementing a modular architecture 
and thoughtful task distribution.

It is possible to avoid misleading  
comments by attentive commenting and 
updating comments over the develop-
ment time, so they do not become obso-
lete and thus misleading. Many soft-
ware engineers in industry are inclined 
to believe that comments should be 
embedded in the names of variables 
and functions, so the risk of obsoleted 
comments can be reduced. In times of 
intensive maintenance, however, some 
code areas can be changed quickly and 
repeatedly, making the updates of com-
ments a challenging task.

Deep nesting can usually be avoided 
by making an independent function 
out of the nested block, merging sev-
eral conditions with Boolean operators 
using return, break, and continue or 
equivalent operators, which will make 
the logical flow more linear. Lack of 
code structure can always be avoided 
by using meaningful variable and func-
tion names, adhering to correct inden-
tations, and keeping code line length to 
an optimal limit.10 A name must not be 
too short to deliver its meaning as com-
prehensively as possible and must not 
be too long to be grasped in one look.

The impact on code complexity
Evaluating the impact of code char-
acteristics on complexity is valuable 
because it can indicate how much com-
plexity may be decreased. To perform 
such an evaluation, an online survey 
was conducted. The target respondents 
were software engineers working in 
seven large software development 
companies (Axis Communications, 
Ericsson, Grundfos, Jeppesen, SAAB 
Defense and Security, Volvo Group 
Global, and Volvo Car Group) and two 
universities (the University of Gothen-
burg and the University of Chalmers). 
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Because software engineers work with 
code directly and develop a variety of 
software, their collective perception 
could reveal profound knowledge 
regarding how code characteristics 
impact complexity.

Eighty-nine participants from the 
companies and 11 participants from the 

universities responded to the survey. 
We developed the survey questions 
and improved them by conducting 
two pilot studies with nine software 
engineers. As a result, each of the sur-
vey questions was organized into six 
ordinal Likert scale values with an 
additional “not answered” option. 

Each question targeted assessing the 
influence of a specified characteris-
tic on code complexity as perceived 
by the respondents. For example, the 
question specific for variables was for-
mulated as “Generally many variables 
in a unit of code make that code….” 
The respondents were asked to fill in 

TABLE 1. The code characteristics and the extent of avoidance.

Characteristic Description Avoidable?

Many operators Many mathematical operators 
in a unit of code

They cannot be avoided because they are essential for 
conducting operations.

Many variables Many variable declarations 
and use in a unit of code

They cannot be avoided because they are essential for task 
specifications and operations.

Many calls Many unique invocations of 
methods or functions in a unit 
of code

They mostly cannot be avoided because they are essential for 
code modularity. The use of decomposition, however, allows 
for avoiding calling many complex functions in a unit of code.

Many conditional 
statements

Many conditional statements 
in a unit of code (e.g., if, while, 
for)

They mostly cannot be avoided because they are essential for 
executing different scenarios under different conditions. The 
use of decomposition, however, allows the extensive use of 
them in a unit of code to be avoided.

Many independent tasks Many logically unrelated tasks 
that are jointly solved in a unit 
of code (cohesion)

This may or may not need to be avoided. Too little 
decomposition increases the internal complexity of functions, 
and too much decomposition increases the outbound 
complexity of functions. 

Many changes Many modifications made in a 
unit of code over a specified 
period of time

They may be avoided by maintaining a well-modularized 
architecture and stable code. Many changes, however, can be 
a corollary of active maintenance activities.

Many developers Many developers that make 
simultaneous changes in 
a given unit of code over a 
specified period of time

They usually can be avoided by using well-defined task 
distribution and a well-modularized code architecture. 

Many misleading 
comments

Many misleading or obsoleted 
comments in a unit of code

They mostly can be avoided by keeping the comments brief 
and updating them with changing code. 

Deep nesting Deep nesting level of 
conditional statements in a 
unit of code

This mostly can be avoided by refactoring the block into 
separate functions, combining the conditional tests, or using 
early returns. 

Lack of structure Incorrect indentations, 
misleading naming, and 
lengthy lines

These can always be avoided by using clean coding rules. 
These characteristics are representational and thus are not 
essential for code execution. 

Essential Com
plexity

Accidental Com
plexity
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the ellipses by one of the following 
seven options:

 › no complex 
 › little complex
 › somewhat complex
 › rather complex
 › quite complex
 › very complex
 › not answered (N/A).

The rest of the questions were orga-
nized in a similar fashion.

Figure 1 presents the results of the 
survey. The vertical axis represents 
the number of answers, and the hori-
zontal axis represents the code char-
acteristics. The number of answers per 
ordinal value is color coded, so we can 

see which ordinal values are high for a 
given characteristic. Additionally, the 
statistical modes per characteristic are 
emphasized by specifying the number 
of respondents on the color that rep-
resents the mode. The accidental char-
acteristics are positioned toward the 
left side, and the essential character-
istics are positioned toward the right 
side of the horizontal axis.

The most important result the fig-
ure reveals is that, according to soft-
ware engineers’ knowledge and expe-
rience, accidental code characteristics 
have substantially higher impact on 
complexity than essential ones. Lack 
of structure and nesting depth, in par-
ticular, seem to have a decisive impact 
on complexity. Their modes are “very 

complex” (36 answers) and “quite com-
plex” (37 answers). Overall, more than 
80% of respondents selected the high-
est three values of the Likert scale for 
these characteristics (the red-orange 
area on the bars). Conversely, three 
essential characteristics of code—
c a l l s ,  v a r i a ble s ,  a nd op e r ator s —
a re considered to have little impact 
on complexity.

The only essential code characteristic 
considered to have a significant impact 
is conditional statements. However, 
conditional statements can be used 
nested or not nested, and this consid-
eration was not specified in the survey 
question; therefore, its influence might 
be overestimated if the nesting fac-
tor is excluded. Additionally, two 
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rather accidental characteristics, many 
developers and misleading comments, 
are also considered to have significant 
impact. Overall, the red-orange area of 
the left half of the figure is many times 
larger than that of the right half. Hence, 
it seems that, if the proposed acciden-
tal characteristics are managed in code, 
then a large part of complexity can be 
dissolved away.

A CASE REPORT
In 2012, we conducted research at 
Ericsson with the purpose of identify-
ing defect-prone and unmaintainable 
areas of source code in a large soft-
ware product.11 The reason was that a 
high number of defects were reported 
by customers and system testing, and 
the program leaders wanted to initiate 
major refactoring activities. However, 
the product was large, and develop-
ers needed decision support on which 
areas of code should be refactored.

Nine months of measurements and 
biweekly reference group meetings 
resulted in the understanding that 
most of the applied code complexity 
measures and all of the applied code size 
measures are inadequate for decision 
support (this is discussed in detail in 
the next section). Two measures, how-
ever—maximum depth of nesting in a 
file and the number of developers who 
make simultaneous changes in a file—
were shown to be sensitive measures of 
complexity. Even though these measures 
were not theoretically defined in the lit-
erature, they still could be used by local 
measurement tools for indicating overly 
complex areas in the source code. Based 
on these measurements, program lead-
ers were provided with the top-200 list of 
overly complex files, which were priori-
tized to be refactored in the coming year.

Refactoring took place in the sec-
ond half of 2013 and continued until 

2014. In mid-2013, the researchers 
had already finished the research 
project and left the company, so the 
par ticularit ies of t he refactoring 
were not observed. Later in 2016, how-
ever, the researchers could measure 
the number of postunit test defects 
in the product during the years and 
exa m i ne t he i mpac t of refac tor-
ing on defects. Figure 2 shows the 
defects during the years beginning 
with 2003. From 2003 to 2013, defects 
seem to have grown rapidly in a fluc-
tuating manner.

As Figure 2 shows, the trend is bro-
ken in 2013, after which the number of 
defects decreased dramatically until 
2015. It was difficult to assess how 
much of the defect reduction should 
be attributed to the reduction of acci-
dental characteristics. It is certain, 
however, that refactoring activities 
were conducted for the files that the 
researchers provided to the develop-
ers. Moreover, during the nine months 
of systematic investigations, develop-
ers understood the true drivers of com-
plexity, which influenced their tactics 
of refactoring.

THE PROBLEM WITH 
CURRENT COMPLEXITY 
MEASURES
The main goal of a complexity measure 
is to identify complex units of code and 
indicate the cause of high complexity 
so the developers can refactor and sim-
plify the code. The most popular com-
plexity measures, however, have not 
been successful in fulfilling this goal.2 
Two major problems in terms of this 
lack of success are presented in the fol-
lowing two sections.

The problem of measuring 
accidental code characteristics
The first problem has to do with how well 
complexity measures quantify acciden-
tal code characteristics. The first row of 
Table 2 presents the 10 code character-
istics discussed in this article. The first 
column of Table 2 illustrates 10 software 
measures. The first eight measures are 
probably the most popular with research-
ers and software engineers so far: size,9 
change,12 coupling (fan-in and fan-out) 
and the measures of Henry and Kafura,9 
McCabe cyclomatic complexity,9 the 
object-oriented measures of Chidamber 
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and Kemerer,9 and Halstead measures of 
software science.9 These measures have 
often been evaluated for defect prediction 
and maintainability assessment, therefore 
many standard software measurement 
textbooks include them.

Table 2 presents t he fol lowing 
information about these measures:

 › If a measure fully quantifies a 
given characteristic, their inter-
section cell has a green check 
mark.

 › If a measure partly quantifies a 
given characteristic, their inter-
section cell has an exclamation 
point.

 › If a measure does not quantify a 
given characteristic, their inter-
section cell is left empty.

What is interesting in the table is that 
its left side does not contain any green 
check marks, indicating that the most 

popular measures do not quantify the 
proposed accidental characteristics. The 
final two measures, which are conform-
ably designed by Buse and Weimer8 and 
Harrison and Magel,7 are included to 
show that there have been endeavors to 
measure such accidental characteris-
tics as lack of structure and nesting. The 
created measures, however, did not 
fully quantif y these characteristics.

Measurement of nesting is probably 
difficult because it is hard to define the 
measurement entity. Traditional mea-
surement entities are functions, files, 
and components, for which most of the 
measures are defined. Measuring nest-
ing for such entities is not straightfor-
ward because nesting is only defined for 
code blocks.

As for the lack of structure, it is a more 
sophisticated characteristic, defined by 
the length of identifiers, length of lines, 
indentations, and so on; therefore, it is 
difficult to quantify it accurately.

Overall the results of Table 2 are worri-
some because the most popular complex-
ity measures poorly capture the acciden-
tal code characteristics, even though 
the accidental characteristics seem to 
have multifold greater impact on com-
plexity than the essential ones. Most of 
the measures quantify the essential 
characteristics, which neither have big 
impact on complexity nor are reducible 
due to their essentiality. Here, it becomes 
clear why it is unlikely that using these 
measures could help software engineers 
to design simpler software.

The problem of  
size-based measurement
The second problem is that most of the 
existing measures have mixed nature, 
assessing both complexity and size at 
the same time. Size is an essential code 
characteristic, because generally big-
ger size indicates more functionality 
of software, and therefore it cannot be 

TABLE 2. The complexity measures and code characteristics.
Accidental Complexity Essential Complexity
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reduced. For a complexity measure to 
be actionable, it should capture aspects 
of complexity that are accidental.

When closely observing the measures 
of Table 2, one can understand that most 
are mixed in nature, indicating both 
size and complexity at the same time. 
In essence, they are based on count-
ing occurrences of characteristics, 
which makes them also size measures. 
For example, the McCabe complexity 
measure is based on counting the num-
ber of conditional statements. Halstead 
measures are based on counting the 
number of operators and operands. The 
Henry and Kafura measure is based on 
counting in and out invocations (fan-in 
and fan-out) and lines of code. A mea-
sure of Chidamber and Kemerer is based 
on the number of methods in a class. 
Although these measures are not as sim-
plistic as size measures, they contain, to 
a great extent, a size factor in them. An 
increasing number of invocations, con-
ditional statements, and so forth indi-
cates increasing size of code.

There are only a few complexity mea-
sures that are, to a large extent, size 
independent. Examples are nesting depth 
of blocks9 and the number of developers 
making simultaneous changes in a file.

 › Nesting: A statement that is 
in the lowest level of nesting 
requires short-term memory to 
remember all of the conditional 
statements of the higher levels 
to understand how the current 
statement shall operate. If the 
maximum level of nesting is 
more than the limit of short-
term memory (about seven), 
working memory has to go back 
and forth over the nested condi-
tional statements intensively to 
make sense out of them. In this 
case, long-term memory has to 

be activated, drastically increas-
ing a developer’s effort and time 
consumption.

 › Simultaneous changes: If many 
developers simultaneously 
change a piece of code, the 
information in that code is often 
destroyed. The consequence is 
that any learning that stores 
information in the long-term 
memory is often erased. There-
fore, no retrieval of information 
from long-term memory can be 
used. Generally, such situations 
arise due to highly coupled archi-
tectural solutions, where there 
are central software modules cou-
pled with many other modules.

Unfortunately, thus far, only size-
based measures orchestrate code 
complexity measurement discipline, 
probably because they are easier to 
design. And, unfortunately, the neces-
sity of size-independent complexity 
measures has not been emphasized 
enough in the literature to prompt 
their development.

T 
he following are the three key 
conclusions of this article.

 › Among the evaluated 10 char-
acteristics, those that influence 
complexity the most are more of 
accidental characteristics and 
therefore are manageable.

 › The practical value of managing 
accidental characteristics is the 
reduced number of defects and 
increased maintainability for a 
given size of software.

 › Most of the well-known com-
plexity measures are based on 
essential code characteristics, 
which is why they are of little 
help in simplifying source code.

How can we significantly improve 
current practices of code complexity 
management? Two follow-up steps are 
straightforward.

 › Evaluate a more exhaustive list 
of code characteristics so the 
entire source of complexity can 
be well understood.

 › Design measures that are size 
independent and can quantify 
accidental complexity of code. 
Such measures can be created 
based on code nesting, lack of 
code structure, and number of 
developers making simultane-
ous changes. 
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Kjell J. Hole and Christian Otterstad, Simula UiB

The authors discuss how to develop and operate large 

distributed software systems that embrace failures, learn from 

them, and adapt to maintain a very high system uptime.

Despite the continued emphasis on predictive 
risk analysis followed by risk mitigation, 
there are software systems of (inter)national 
importance, such as banking infrastructures 

and e-government platforms, that remain fragile to 
extended system downtime. In fact, countries’ vulner-
ability to downtime in software solutions is increasing 
as traditional systems are replaced. For example, when 
nations dismantle their fixed-line phone systems, peo-
ple have no alternative means of reporting emergencies 
when mobile phone systems go down. From this perspec-
tive, we studied essential software systems whose stake-
holders have skin in the game, meaning that they have 
much to lose when the systems go down for a long time.1 

In this article, we first focus on rare incidents caused 
by coincidental errors or targeted attacks and explain 
why stakeholders cannot depend on traditional risk 
management to avoid intolerably long system downtime 

due to these incidents. We then explore why and how 
software developers and system operators should create 
and maintain so-called antifragile software systems2–4 

that limit the impact of incidents and use them to learn 
how to improve the systems over time, thus removing 
the need for highly accurate risk management to curtail 
downtime. According to the analysis, we should imple-
ment distributed software systems with antifragility 
to downtime by using separate and isolatable processes 
that run on multiple servers (physical machines) and 
communicate via asynchronous message passing. Fur-
thermore, we should inject local artificial failures into 
the systems to detect vulnerabilities early before they 
cause systemic failures.

SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, we model large software systems and 
their stakeholders to facilitate the later discussions on 
antifragility to downtime. A system design defines a 
software system’s components, interfaces, data formats, 
dataf lows, and storage solutions. Although software 

Software Systems With
Antifragility to Downtime
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systems consist of both hardware and 
software, we mostly consider the soft-
ware design due to space limitations. 

A software system consists of soft-
ware modules that together provide the 
functionality of the system. Each mod-
ule contains a cohesive set of units, 
which can be subroutines, functions, 
or classes. Although the modules of a 
typical software monolith are parts of a 
layered design, the developers organize 
the executable code into a single file. If a 
monolithic system must support many 
simultaneous users, operators put a load 
balancer in front of multiple servers that 
run identical copies of the executable file.

A distributed software system consists 
of many executable processes that together 
realize the functionality of the system. 
Each process realizes the functionality of 
one or more software modules. The pro-
cesses run on multiple servers and com-
municate over an external network to 
complete various tasks. The processes are 
active, executing their operations, or inac-
tive. Each process exists until it is termi-
nated or crashes. A distributed software 
system that supports millions of users 
may have thousands of processes that run 
on many servers.

We model a distributed or monolithic 
software system and its stakeholders, 

including owners, developers, operators, 
and users, as a complex adaptive sys-
tem. The entities in this sociotechnical 
system interact in involved ways. They 
adapt to each other and to the environ-
ment to enable the system to survive 
events with potentially huge negative 
impact. Incidents in the system are due 
to coincidental errors and malfunctions 
as well as hostile and targeted attacks.

THE LIMITS OF TRADITIONAL 
RISK MANAGEMENT
To explain why we need antifragility 
to downtime, we first use the com-
plex system model to study experts’ 
inability to foresee downtime in big 
software systems. Although many dif-
ferent incidents lead to downtime, we 
focus on the outages themselves and 
not their primary causes. For simplic-
ity, we assume that the longer an out-
age lasts, the more severe the financial 
cost to a group of stakeholders. We 
model the length of an outage by a sto-
chastic variable. Figure 1 sketches two 
possible probability density functions 
(PDFs). One PDF has a thin tail, and the 
other has a thick, or fat, tail. The tails 
determine the probabilities of outliers 
in the form of very long outages. A thin 
tail indicates that we can ignore overly 
lengthy outages because they are very 
unlikely. The same is not true for a 
thick tail; eventually, a prolonged out-
age with excessive cost will occur.2,3

To apply traditional risk manage-
ment to severely limit a distributed sys-
tem’s total downtime during a future 
period, it is necessary first to describe 
all possible incidents leading to out-
ages and then estimate the probabili-
ties of outages of different lengths. The 
duration of an outage is likely to have a 
PDF with an unknown thick tail.2,3 This 
hidden fat tail is due to the inability of 
system designers and risk analysts to 

foresee outages in a changing system of 
interacting parts that fail randomly and 
that is attacked by attackers exploit-
ing, perhaps, unknown vulnerabili-
ties to crash the system (see “Feedback 
Loops” for a more general explanation). 
A tail with unknown thickness makes 
it impossible to accurately estimate, or 
bound, the probabilities of outliers in 
the form of very long outages because 
the system’s history will not contain 
enough such incidents.2

Even worse, risk analysts are likely 
to overlook the possibility of very 
long outages that have not happened 
before because a system’s history will 
not contain any such incidents. In 
fact, the history of a complex adaptive 
software system is of limited value 
when analysts try to determine the 
risk because the system and its envi-
ronment change over time. Because 
rare extremely long outages dominate 
the cost to stakeholders, analysts can-
not depend on traditional risk man-
agement to predict and then mitigate 
intolerable outages.2 Instead, we must 
develop and operate complex adap-
tive software systems that avoid, or at 
least severely limit the length of, unex-
pected outages.

WHY WE NEED 
ANTIFRAGILITY TO 
DOWNTIME
According to conventional wisdom, 
the opposite of a fragile system is a 
robust system. Although stressors  
and perturbations easily damage frag-
ile systems, robust systems tolerate 
rough treatment. In 2012, Nassim N. 
Taleb published his landmark book 
Antifragility: Things That Gain From 
Disorder,3 pointing out that the oppo-
site of a fragile system is a system 
that needs stressors to thrive. Unlike 
robust systems, antifragile systems use 
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FIGURE 1. Two PDFs for the duration of 
an outage, one with a thin tail and one 
with a thick tail.
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events with negative impact to learn 
how to adjust themselves to limit the 
impact of future incidents and become 
st ronger i n a cont i nua l ly cha ng-
ing environment.

Although most of us think of robust 
or resilient as the opposite of fragile, 
these notions lie in the middle of a 
spectrum going from fragile to anti-
fragile. A robust system is indifferent 
to the volatility and uncertainty of its 
internal and external environments 
and remains t he same. A resi l ient 
system may change but will return 
to its original state. An antifragile 
system is not only robust or resil-
ient but also benefits from volatility 
and uncertainty because it improves 

under stress. Interestingly, an anti-
fragile system relies on the fragility 
of its components. Components that 
develop problems must fail fast and 
give place to alternative components 
for the system to improve. When com-
ponents fail slowly, there is likely to be 
failure propagation that causes sys-
temic incidents.

Complex adaptive software sys-
tems can be made antifragile to dif-
ferent types of impacts. The open-ac-
cess book Anti-Fragile ICT Systems4 
discusses antifragility to malware 
spreading. Here, we focus on making 
a system antifragile to downtime. It is 
not enough to develop a system that is 
robust (or resilient) to known incidents 

to achieve a very high uptime. Such a 
system will gradually become more 
fragile to downtime as the system 
and its environment change in unpre-
dictable ways. Fragility inevitably 
accumulates below the surface of 
any robust complex system, and ulti-
mately the system will go down, per-
haps for a long time.5 It follows from 
the previous section that a complex 
adaptive software system must be able 
to limit the impact of inevitable, sur-
prising incidents. The technical sys-
tem itself or, more likely, the software 
developers and system operators must 
use these incidents with small impact 
to learn how to change and improve 
the system to keep it running. In other 

FEEDBACK LOOPS

Complex adaptive systems contain feedback 
loops.s1 A feedback loop is a sequence of 

interacting processes that together cause a system 
to adapt to the effect of its preceding behavior. 
Feedback loops make complex systems adap-
tive and generate global patterns or behaviors. 
Positive feedback loops propagate and turn local 
events into global events affecting whole systems, 
whereas negative feedback loops limit the impact 
of local events that influence system processes. 
Negative feedback typically stabilizes a system’s 
global behavior over a specific operating range, 
and positive feedback creates extreme global 
behavior outside the normal operating range.

It is hard to find all feedback loops in a complex 
system because of the very many interactions 
between its processes, and it is even harder to 
understand all the ways feedback loops can affect 

the global behavior. Although removing feedback 
loops can reduce the likelihood of extreme reac-
tions, it is not possible to remove all loops because 
they are needed to make complex systems adap-
tive. Ideally, to ensure desirable global behavior, 
complex adaptive software systems should have 
only well-understood feedback loops. In practice, 
systems tend to contain hidden positive feedback 
loops that were not introduced by the system de-
signers but were created by chance as the systems 
evolved. The hidden positive feedback loops make 
systems fragile to systemic failures, leading  
to downtime.
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words, whenever there is a need for 
very high uptime in a complex adap-
tive software system, it must be anti-
fragile to downtime.

HOW TO DEVELOP 
ANTIFRAGILE SYSTEMS
We need to determine how to design 
and implement large software sys-
tems that limit the impact of inevita-
ble, surprising incidents due to coin-
cidental errors and malfunctions as 
well as hostile and targeted attacks. 
This section suggests properties of a 
suitable system architecture. It then 
considers available software technol-
ogies to implement the architecture. 
Fina l ly, it discusses how to create 
implementations with adequate secu-
rity. Although the computer science 
literature contains the authors’ sug-
gestions, relatively few systems satisfy 
all of them.

Distributed system architecture
To determine a useful system archi-
tecture, we first compare monolithic 
and distributed systems. Sof tware 
developers divide the program code of 
a monolith into at least three layers that 
handle user interaction, business logic, 
and data storage. The layers are pack-
aged and deployed as a single executable, 
resulting in a deployment monolith that 
is independent of other applications. 
Monoliths are simple to develop, test, 
and deploy, and they scale by running 
multiple copies behind a load bal-
ancer. However, although there exist 
massive monoliths with high uptime, 
a monolith’s single executable incurs 
fragility to downtime. A design flaw or 
implementation bug in the software 
(e.g., a memory leak) can bring down 
the entire application. Although we can 
reduce the fragility to downtime by run-
ning multiple copies of the executable, 

significant fragility remains if the cop-
ies have the same flaws or bugs.

Since all large systems experience 
design flaws, implementation bugs, 
configuration errors, and hardware 
failures, we need a system architec-
ture that continues to function well 
in the presence of failures. To reduce 
the fragility to downtime compared 
with deployment monoliths, we sug-
gest a distributed system architecture 
of multiple separate processes with 
diverse functionality. The processes 
communicate over an external net-
work to achieve the system goals. This 
architecture must have at least two 
physical machines that observe each 
other’s processes to restart a crashed 
process. If there is only one machine, 
it is impossible to reboot a process that 
crashed due to a hardware failure. 
When there is a second machine, it can 
run the crashed process. 

Isolatable processes
Consider a distributed software sys-
tem containing two communicating 
processes A and B. If A’s functionality 
degrades when B stops working cor-
rectly, then A is strongly dependent on 
B. When a distributed system includes 
processes that are strongly dependent 
on process B, it is hard to isolate B by 
taking down its connections to other 
processes without severely damaging 
the functionality of the system. When 
B misbehaves, it can thus negatively 
affect other processes and eventually 
take down the whole system.

If process A’s functionality is nearly 
unaffected when process B malfunc-
tions, then A is weakly dependent on 
B. When A is weakly dependent on B, 
and vice versa, a change to one process 
should not necessitate any modifica-
tion to the other. Weakly dependent 
processes must have well-defined 

interfaces, and these interfaces must 
be the only way the processes can 
interact and share data.

We propose that the distributed 
system architecture should consist of 
weakly dependent processes, making it 
possible to isolate any process display-
ing suspicious or surprising behavior. 
These isolatable processes allow us to 
take a misbehaving process offline and 
replace it with a new instance with the 
same functionality. If all instances of a 
process misbehave, we can use an older 
version of the process.4

Local persistent storage
A stateful process stores information in 
a database or an in-memory data struc-
ture that persists between process acti-
vations. Consider a distributed sys-
tem where multiple stateful processes 
manipulate data in a central database. 
If the database goes down, these pro-
cesses are unable to carry out their 
tasks. The processes are strongly depen-
dent on the database. Furthermore, the 
database is a single point of failure. 
Finally, process A is strongly dependent 
on process B when A depends on B to 
update information in the database.

Since a centralized database cre-
ates strong dependencies between 
processes, we need to build distributed 
systems of weakly dependent pro-
cesses with local persistent data stor-
age; that is, stateful processes must 
maintain individual databases even 
if multiple processes must store sim-
ilar data. A similar logic shows that 
weakly dependent processes cannot 
share any in-memory data structure.

Asynchronous message passing
With synchronous communication, pro-
cess A sends a request to process B. 
The request blocks the operation of 
process A until process B completes 
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its calculations and returns a response 
to A. With asynchronous communica-
tion, process A sends a message stating 
that something happened and expects 
process B to act on this information. 
Process A does not wait for an answer 
from process B but continues to carry 
out other tasks. Process A may receive 
a response from process B later, but 
often no response is expected.

It is easier to reason about synchro-
nous (request/response) communica-
tion than asynchronous (event-based) 
communication because we know if a 
request received an answer. However, 
synchronous communication requires 
highly reliable communication. When 
processes communicate synchronously 
over an external network between serv-
ers, communication failures will occur 
that cause processes to hang. Even 
without any network failure, there may 
be a significant delay before processes 
receive a response to a request. During 
this waiting time, the requesting pro-
cesses sit idly, wasting computational 
resources. Hence, synchronous com-
munication creates strong dependen-
cies between processes.

We recommend the use of asynchro-
nous message passing between pro-
cesses in the distributed architecture 
because asynchronous messaging mit-
igates the problems with delayed and 
missing responses. If there is a network 
failure or a problem with the processing 
of a message at the receiver, it is possi-
ble to resend the message later. The pro-
cesses may not send pointers to inter-
nal functionality or data because this 
would create not only strong dependen-
cies between the processes but severe 
security vulnerabilities as well.

System implementations
We should implement the outlined 
distributed architecture only when 

antifragility to downtime is essential 
because it is much harder than realiz-
ing a monolith. Software technologies 
suited to implement the distributed 
system architecture must support 
many concurrent processes, asyn-
chronous message passing, and local 
persistent data storage. Furthermore, 
spawning of new processes and termi-
nation of existing processes must be 
lightweight operations because huge 
systems use numerous processes that 
come and go. Finally, the technologies 
must allow processes to inform each 
other of problems, including crashes.

The functional language Erlang 
(https://www.erlang.org), together 
with its runtime system, satisfies all 
the stated requirements.6 Alterna-
tively, we can use the programming 
language Elixir (https://elixir-lang 
.org), which uses the same runtime sys-
tem as Erlang. Two other options are 
to use the Akka toolkit (http://akka 
.io) together with the programming 
languages Java or Scala. Both languages 
run on top of the Java virtual machine 
(JVM). The toolbox Akka reimplements 
Erlang functionality on the JVM.

At the time of this writing, it is increas-
ingly common to implement software 
processes as microservices.7 Although 
there is no uniquely accepted definition 
of a microservice, it is a small process that 
does one thing well. The limited and 
focused functionality of a microservice 
allows a single developer to determine 
what it does and how. Furthermore, 
microservices are independently deploy-
able and easy to update or replace entirely. 
It is possible to implement the micros-
ervices of a system using different pro-
gramming languages and storage solu-
tions according to need. Developers often 
realize microservices as virtual machines 
or Docker containers, which are isolated 
and replaced when they misbehave. The 

use of virtualization makes it economi-
cally viable to deploy redundant and 
diverse services to limit the impact of fail-
ures. Netflix has developed a cloud-based 
microservice solution for streaming 
movies and TV programs. This solution 
is antifragile to downtime (see a talk by 
Adrian Cockcroft, https://www.youtube 
.com/watch?v=dekV3Oq7pH8).

The microservices can store data in 
flat files, Structured Query Language 
(SQL) databases, or NoSQL databases, 
depending on their needs. Although 
microservices should never share a data-
base, they may share a distributed and 
highly redundant cloud-based database 
solution like Casandra or MongoDB,8 
given that different services access only 
isolated portions of the solution.

Security of implementations
Although a distributed system of sep-
arate and isolatable microservices 
can limit the impact of coincidental 
errors and malfunctions, it is perhaps 
less evident whether the system can 
restrict the impact of hostile and tar-
geted attacks.

Today’s distributed systems, espe-
cially cloud-based systems, use virtu-
alization technologies that segregate 
microservices from the underlying 
operating systems. The process segre-
gation of any virtualization technol-
ogy is stronger than traditional process 
segregation, making it hard, but not 
impossible, for an attacker to break out 
of an encapsulated microservice. Con-
sider the following simplified but illus-
trative example: Assume that there is 
enough software diversity to ensure 
that services on different computers 
have no exploitable vulnerability in 
common. To control the underlying 
server of a microservice, an attacker 
must then find and exploit two vulner-
abilities, one to break into the targeted 
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microservice and another to escape the 
virtual machine to control the under-
lying server. If the microservice-based 
system runs on n different machines, 
then the attacker must develop 2n 
exploits to control all services.

In practice, an attacker would not 
have to control all n machines in a dis-
tributed system to shut down its main 
functionality. The important point is 
that it is possible to develop a distrib-
uted system forcing an attacker to 
implement a series of different attacks 
to damage the central functionality 
severely. The same is not necessar-
ily true when we scale a monolith by 
running identical copies on n servers, 
because the same exploit may be used 
to compromise all servers.

An internal microservice communi-
cates only with other services inside 
the boundary of a system, whereas an 
external microservice communicates 
with both external hosts and micros-
ervices that are part of the system. An 
extra effort should be made to secure all 
external services as well as the internal 
services that guard valuable assets. An 
example of an internal service in need of 
extra protection is a service that would 
allow an attacker to make a payment 

transaction; a less critical service would 
merely enable the attacker to view a list 
of completed transactions. Every inter-
nal and external microservice must 
assume that any input is hostile. Since 
the microservices communicate over 
an insecure network and some may be 
compromised, even duly authenticated 
microservices should not be trusted to 
provide benign and correctly formatted 
input in the future.

HOW TO OPERATE 
ANTIFRAGILE SYSTEMS
This section discusses how to manage 
complex adaptive software systems 
with antifragility to downtime. Even if 
a system is highly robust to downtime 
when it is new, it will become increas-
ingly fragile to outages as the system 
and its environment change. Even-
tually, it will drift into failure.5 For a 
robust system to become antifragile 
to downtime, it must continuously use 
incidents with limited impact to learn 
how to avoid system outages.

Learning from artificial failures
To understand how to learn quickly 
a nd avoid i ncreased f ragi l it y to 
outages over time, we return to the 

PDFs sketched in Figure 1. Here, we 
compare two different systems: one 
with a thin-tailed PDF for the length 
of an outage and another with a thick-
tailed PDF. The PDFs’ central areas 
illustrate that short outages can be less 
frequent when the tail is thick, perhaps 
because skilled software developers 
and system operators have managed to 
remove the underlying causes of most 
short outages. However, the thick tail 
tells us that there is a remaining non-
negligible risk of rare extreme outages. 
As explained previously, it is hard to 
quantify this risk because it is difficult 
to foresee rare incidents with a tremen-
dous impact on complex adaptive sys-
tems. Furthermore, it is challenging 
to learn from incidents when there are 
only a few relatively minor incidents 
between rare major incidents.

If a distributed system consists of 
separate and isolatable processes with 
the necessary software diversity and 
process redundancy (see Chapters 4 
and 5 in Anti-Fragile ICT Systems4), then 
it is possible to introduce deliberate 
failures into the system without suf-
fering painful consequences. These 
artificial failures allow the system to 
detect and remove weaknesses and 
errors rapidly. The f low diagram in 
Figure 2 illustrates how we can intro-
duce failures in a system to deter-
mine whether a change introduced 
new problems. The injection of fail-
ures shifts the focus from predictive 
risk analyses, possibly carried out by 
third parties with limited knowledge 
of a system, toward continuous testing 
performed by software developers and 
system administrators with intimate 
knowledge of the system.

We can view failure injection as 
a form of hormesis in the software 
domain. Hormesis is a biological phe-
nomenon by which a beneficial effect, 

FIGURE 2. A diagram of failure injection into a software system.
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such as improved health, tolerance to 
stress, growth, or longevity, results 
from exposure to small amounts of 
an agent that is otherwise toxic or 
deadly when given in higher quanti-
ties.3 We gain much more from fail-
ure injection than we lose if we do it 
right (see a talk by Kolton Andrus, 
available at https://www.usenix.org 
/conference/srecon17americas/program 
/presentation/andrus).

Examples of failure injection tools
As part of Netflix’s effort to develop a 
cloud-based microservice system for 
media streaming, the company cre-
ated software tools that inject artifi-
cial failures into its streaming service 
to detect problems quickly.9 The Net-
f lix tool Chaos Monkey shuts down 
randomly selected virtual machines 
to ensure that the streaming service 
tolerates this frequent failure with-
out the customers experiencing any 
problems. Amazon has a similar tool 
called Chaos Lambda. The company 
that maintains the website indeed.
com has created a tool called Sloth 
to verify that its private cloud infra-
structure can withstand network 
problems. Sloth is a daemon that runs  
on all hosts in the infrastructure. The 
tool causes network delays (see a 
talk by Preetha Appan, available at 
https://www. usenix.org/conference 
/srecon17americas/program/presentation 
/appan). The Netflix tool Chaos Kong 
simulates the outage of an entire region 
with multiple data centers, testing the 
system’s ability to transition service 
from one region to another. There are 
other failure injection tools developed by 
various organizations.9

Chaos engineering
Netflix’s effort to create failure injection 
tools has developed into a new discipline 

in computer science called chaos engi-
neering (defined by a set of principles 
available at http:// principlesofchaos.org). 
The discipline experiments on a complex 
adaptive software system to uncover sys-
temic weaknesses, remove them, and 
build confidence in the system’s ability 
to withstand future incidents.9 Although 
fault injection is an approach to testing 
one condition, chaos engineering is a 
much wider practice for generating new 
information based on real-time metrics. 
The obtained information often suggests 
new directions of exploration to uncover 
additional weaknesses.

To create failure scenarios, the Net-
flix tool Failure Injection Testing (FIT) 
changes headers of requests at the edge 
of the microservice system. FIT adds a 
scenario to a percentage of the head-
ers of a class of requests. When these 
requests move through the system, 
injection points between the microser-
vices check for the failure scenario and 
act accordingly. FIT covers the impact 
space between the small failures 
generated by Chaos Monkey and the 
massive failures simulated by Chaos 
Kong. In 2016, Netflix launched the 
Chaos Automation Platform (ChAP) to 
run tool-based experiments automati-
cally. To examine a microservice, ChAP 
launches experiment and control clus-
ters of the service and applies a FIT 
scenario to the experimental group. 
Chap then compares real-time metrics 
from the two groups to determine the 
impact of the FIT scenario. It aborts the 
experiment immediately if the cus-
tomer pain becomes too strong.9

Netflix’s experience strongly indi-
cates that regular and frequent chaos 
engineering detects weaknesses, veri-
fies robustness, and leads to antifragil-
ity to downtime in a changing system 
when problems are removed promptly, 
for example, by adding countermeasures 

to limit the impact of future incidents. 
Although chaos engineering originated 
at Netflix, it has spread to other compa-
nies and may become a regular part of 
site reliability engineering.10

ANTIFRAGILITY TO ATTACKS
According to its description,9 chaos 
engineering with the aforementioned 
tools provides resilience to the impact 
of coincidental errors and malfunc-
tions in a system. We just argued that 
chaos engineering in a distributed sys-
tem of separate and isolatable processes 
creates not only resilience but antifra-
gility to downtime caused by accidental 
errors and breakdowns. However, since 
a distributed system with antifragility 
to downtime must also prevent mali-
cious and targeted attacks from crash-
ing the system, we need tools designed 
specially to increase the security of a 
distributed system.

Netflix has developed a set of secu-
rity tools to detect and mitigate security 
issues. Security Monkey continuously 
monitors and detects potential anoma-
lies and unsafe configurations. Exam-
ples include overly permissive firewall 
rules, load balancers that permit weak 
ciphers, and services that are open to the 
Internet. In March 2017, the tool shipped 
with approximately 130 security checks. 
The use of extensive security tools like 
Security Monkey is likely to increase 
a system’s robustness to the impact of 
attacks. However, no amount of tool 
use can guarantee that an attacker will 
never manage to exploit, perhaps, a new 
(zero-day) vulnerability to breach a dis-
tributed system and then try to crash its 
processes from the inside.

FAIL FAST DURING ATTACKS
To better understand the impact of a 
system breach, we answer two ques-
tions: If an attacker controls at least one 
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process in a distributed system, will an 
intrusion detection system (IDS) detect 
any malicious activity? Furthermore, 
should a process that receives mali-
cious data or is manipulated in some 
other way crash immediately, or should 
it try to handle the situation?

IDSs detect both abnormal network 
traffic and unusual host activities. 
Examples of open source IDSs are Snort, 
Tripwire, and Logcheck. All IDSs report 
false positives and false negatives due 
to limitations of their evaluation func-
tions. Although signatures of known 
attacks can be formalized and therefore 
identified, novel attacks are not known 
beforehand and cannot readily be for-
malized and detected. Turing’s proof 
of the halting problem can be modified 
to show that it is not always possible to 
parse a sequence of CPU instructions 
and data to identify malicious activity 
(see Chapter 5 in Olav Lysne’s book11).

It is not feasible in practice to reli-
ably detect malicious activity in a 
system infected by malware. When 
malware controls the execution flow 
of a server at the highest level of priv-
ilege, even kernel mode functionality 
will fail to detect malicious activity 

because the malware can modify the 
IDS code and prevent it from reporting 
anomalies. A monolithic system with a 
single executable would be under com-
plete control of the attacker. However, 
for a distributed system with processes 
running on multiple servers, only the 
processes on an exploited server would 
be controlled by the attacker. This 
hardware-supported modularity pro-
vides the defender with a better oppor-
tunity to react to a malicious infected 
process and, hopefully, prevent the 
attack from spreading to other pro-
cesses and taking down the whole sys-
tem (see the earlier discussion on the 
need for a series of different attacks).

Since we are not always able to detect 
malicious activity, any process should 
be fragile and should fail fast when it 
receives unusual data or is manipu-
lated in any way, even though our goal 
is to create a distributed system with 
very high uptime. A failing process A 
should inform another process B about 
the failure and let process B handle the 
consequences.6 Fragile processes that 
fail fast in this way facilitate detection of 
attacks, isolation of malicious processes, 
and activation of countermeasures to 

further limit the damage of the attacks. 
Although the individual processes 
should fail fast, ideally, the overall dis-
tributed system should not fail at all.

We studied complex adap-
tive software systems that 
require very high uptime, 

and we have argued that such systems 
must have antifragility to downtime 
because traditional risk manage-
ment is unable to foresee and mitigate 
rare incidents that lead to prolonged 
downtime. An antifragile system, 
especially a customer-facing, Inter-
net-scale system, should consist of 
separate and isolatable processes that 
run on multiple servers and commu-
nicate over an external network via 
nonblocking asynchronous message 
passing. We suggest implementing 
the processes as microservices with 
local data storage.

Since it is hard to detect and debug 
both malicious and benevolent pro-
cesses that fail slowly, these processes 
should be designed to fail immediately 
and noisily when an error occurs. Misbe-
having processes should be isolated and 
their functionality replaced to limit the 
impact of local incidents and avoid fail-
ure propagation that causes extended 
downtime. Engineering teams should 
run experiments frequently that inject 
artificial failures in a production sys-
tem to detect and remove hidden vul-
nerabilities, thus improving the system 
over time. Together, the introduction of 
artificial failures to facilitate learning 
and the isolation of misbehaving pro-
cesses result in an antifragile system 
whose outage PDF has a thin tail (see 
Figure 1)—that is, the likelihood of an 
intolerably long outage is negligible.

A lt houg h a nt i f r a g i le s y s te m s 
become stronger by overcompensating 
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for stressors, they are antifragile to 
stressors only up to a certain point. 
Beyond that point, the systems may 
be severely damaged or may even col-
lapse. We cannot continue to add new 
processes to complex adaptive software 
systems without also creating unin-
tended positive feedback loops (see 
“Feedback Loops”). Since it is hard to 
detect unintended or hidden positive 
feedback loops, no system can continue 
to grow forever without incurring fra-
gility to downtime. 
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The legal status of AI and algorithms continues to be debated. 

Resume-sifting algorithms exhibit unethical, discriminatory, 

and illegal behavior; crime-sentencing algorithms are unable 

to justify their decisions; and autonomous vehicles’ predictive 

analytics software will make life and death decisions. 

Recently, Elon Musk stated AI is an “existential 
threat to humanity” and needs urgent regu-
lation “before it is too late.”1 In a similar vein, 
pioneering computer scientist Ben Shneider-

man, in his 2017 Turing Lecture on algorithmic account-
ability, called for a “national algorithm safety board.” 2

Over the years, there have been proposals to regu-
late robots and algorithms. These include science fic-
tion writer Isaac Asimov’s famous 1942 proposal “Three 
Laws of Robotics”; the South Korean Government’s 
proposal in 2007 of a Robot Ethics Charter; a 2011 pro-
posal from the U.K. Engineering and Physical Sciences 

Research Council of five ethical “principles for design-
ers, builders, and users of robots”; and the Association 
for Computing Machinery’s seven principles for algo-
rithmic transparency and accountability, published in 
2017. The IEEE has begun developing a new standard 
to explicitly address ethical issues and the values of 
potential future users.3 This new standard, IEEE P7000, 
aims to establish a process model by which engineers 
and technologists can address ethical considerations 
throughout the various stages of system initiation, 
analysis, and design.4

In this era of ubiquitous, pervasive algorithms, AI 
and soon blockchain smart contracts, three axes of dis-
cussion are emerging: when-to regulation, where-to 
jurisdiction, and how-to technology.

Algorithms: 
Law and Regulations
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Opinion is polarized on regulation. 
For instance, 1) code is law, i.e., this 
is progress, don’t stop innovation; 2) 
owner responsibility, i.e., the company 
is legally responsible, therefore, just 
apply existing laws; 3) code of conduct, 
i.e., self-regulation by programmers and 
companies works best; 4) sectorial regu-
lations, i.e., leave regulation to specific 
sectors, such as financial regulators; 5) 
algorithm safety board, i.e., a special 
national authority is required because 
of the pervasiveness of algorithms; and 
6) AI is considered harmful, i.e., ban AI 
algorithms at least in certain critical 
applications. One axis covers increas-
ingly sophisticated algorithms and the 
other covers increasing levels of regula-
tion, as shown in Figure 1. 

With regard to jurisdiction, Europe 
may decide to heavily regulate AI and 
algorithms, the United States may use 
existing legislation, and China may 
do nothing. This will only encourage 
“regulatory arbitrage,” as companies 
(and innovation) move to the most 
conducive environment.

Finally, we have technology. What 
technology options are available for 

algorithms to be regulated and proved 
legal? For example, many machine-learn-
ing algorithms 1) are “black boxes” and, 
thus, are unable to explain their deci-
sion-making process, a growing legal 
requirement in consumer applications; 
2) use proprietary Internet Protocol, 
which the developers are unwilling 
to divulge; 3) evolve as they learn by 
assimilating new data that change their 
behavior; and 4) operate increasingly in 
algorithm-algorithm ecosystems where 
future behavior is dynamic and unpre-
dictable. As previously discussed, this 
article is intended to foster debate 
concerning the legal status of “intelli-
gent” algorithms in the computer sci-
ence community.

CURRENT DEBATE
In this section, we review the debate 
on the role of algorithms and their 
regulation and oversight. While many 
authors are raising public awareness, 
we can mention Cathy O’Neil’s Weap-
ons of Math Destruction5 and Frank 
Pasquale’s The Black Box Society,6 two 
popular science books that reveal deci-
sions made by opaque, nonauditable, 

and unaccountable models in our lives, 
ranging from obtaining car insurance, 
loans, and so on to reinforcing discrim-
ination by unethically designed deci-
sions. Nick Bostrom’s Superintelligence7 
addresses the threat that an unaligned 
“superintelligent” machine (reachable 
this century) can cast upon us. All of 
these authors provide persuasive argu-
ments about the imminent threat that 
a lack of oversight, standards, and eth-
ics pose to humanity.

It total, there are three areas, eth-
ics, legal, and technology, being inves-
tigated by academia and industry with 
the goal of alleviating or avoiding the 
impact of intelligence algorithms.

Ethics
There is a growing body of literature 
about the implications that unethi-
cally designed intelligent algorithms 
can have for society. Mittelstadt et 
al.8 reveal the gap between those that 
design, operate, and use these algo-
rithms and society at large and then 
propose a debate across six types of 
concerns prompted by algorithmic 
decision making. Making an algorithm 

FIGURE 1. AI and algorithms—when and how to regulate.
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fair is a paramount goal, and mean-
ingful advances9 have been made to 
remove (and understand) any bias 
that is embedded in its decision-mak-
ing process. A great deal of work in 
this sense can be found in the annual 
events of fairness, accountability, and 
transparency in machine learning 

(www.fatml.org).
This area is increasingly gaining 

institutional support; examples include 
the Future of Life Institute, the Future 
of Humanity Institute, the Center for 
the Study of Existential Risk, and the 
newest, the Ada Lovelace Institute in 
the United Kingdom, with a US$7 mil-
lion backing from the Nuffield Founda-
tion. These organizations are devoted to 
building a shared understanding of the 
ethical questions raised by the applica-
tion of data and intelligent algorithms 
as well as to developing an evidential 
basis for how these technologies affect 
society and different groups within it.

Legal
Debate on the legal aspects of automated 
decision making focuses on regulat-
ing the data rather than the algorithm 
component. The landmark legislation 
in Europe is the General Data Protec-
tion Regulation (GDPR),10 a major E.U. 
regulation that provides rights to in-
dividuals pertaining to their data us-
age and storage. It remains to be seen 
whether the United States and China 
will follow suit. Although the GDPR 
covers some parts of the algorithm 
component—such as the “right to ex-
planation” of all automated decisions—
Wachter et al.11 raise several reasons to 
doubt both the legal existence and fea-
sibility of such a right.

In a recent paper, Tutt12 argues that 
U.S. criminal and tort regulatory sys-
tems will prove no match for the diffi-
cult regulatory puzzles that algorithms 

pose. He proposes a finite difference 
approximation (FDA) for algorithms 
to serve as an expert regulator that 
develops guidance, standards, and 
expertise in partnership with industry 
to strike a balance between innova-
tion and safety. An FDA for algorithms 
could draw knowledge from financial 
services regulation because stress test-
ing, capital/margin requirements, risk 
management, circuit breaking, and 
so on are tools and practices already 
tested, implemented, and regulated.

Technology
The technology debate is mostly led 
by think tanks and the industry. 
Noteworthy is the research from the 
Machine Intelligence Research Insti-
tute,13 AI safety units of Google14,15, 
and OpenAI (openai.com/) backed by 
Elon Musk, Microsoft, and many other 
entrepreneurs and tech companies.

Public figures, such as the late Ste-
phen Hawking,16 have also voiced AI 
safety concerns. Hawking called for 
a de-escalation of the IT arms race 
and demanded companies mitigate 
the risks of these systems being used 
against humanity. Research institu-
tions and professional associations 
are now creating blueprints for studies 
that promote beneficial AI.4,17

Overall, the debate in each of these 
areas is far from a consensus. Action has 
been taken concerning “data” (e.g., the 
GDPR and other EU data protection laws), 
but we have yet to see concrete actions on 
the algorithms side. Any standards, pro-
tocols, and design aspects that emerge for 
algorithms are likely to focus on the per-
formance, behavior, and “explainability” 
of intelligent algorithms.

For completeness, we now sum-
marize four core algorithm technol-
ogies: AI, blockchain, the IoT, and big 
data (behavioral/predictive) analytics. 

These four technologies are inti-
mately linked, i.e., AI provides the 
algorithms, blockchain provides the 
data storage and processing infra-
structure, the IoT provides the data, 
and big data (behavioral/predictive) 
provides the analysis.

ALGORITHM TECHNOLOGIES 
AND ECOSYSTEMS
There are two broad classes of algo-
rithm, which can be termed static algo-
rithms (i.e., traditional programs that 
perform a fixed sequence of actions) 
and dynamic algorithms (i.e., those that 
embody machine learning and evolve). 
It is these latter intelligent algorithms 
that present complex technical chal-
lenges for testing and verification, 
which will underpin regulation.

AI technologies
AI provides computers with the ability 
to make decisions and learn without 
explicit programming. There are two 
main branches:

 › Knowledge-based systems: 
These are computer programs 
that reason, and knowledge 
is explicitly represented as 
ontologies or rules rather than 
implicitly via code. For exam-
ple, in rule-based systems, 
where the knowledge base 
contains the domain knowledge 
coded in the form of IF-THEN or 
IF-THEN-ELSE rules. Rule-based 
systems can explain their deci-
sion making.

 › Machine learning: These are 
programs that have the abil-
ity to learn without explicit 
programming and can change 
when exposed to new data. For 
example: 1) supervised learn-
ing, i.e., where algorithms are 
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trained with example data, and 
2) unsupervised learning, i.e., 
where algorithms infer a func-
tion from unlabeled data. Most 
machine-learning algorithms 
are unable to explain their rea-
soning (e.g., black box).

Blockchain technologies
The core blockchain technologies18 are 
as follows:

 › Distributed ledger: a decentral-
ized database where transac-
tions are kept in a shared, repli-
cated, synchronized, distributed 
bookkeeping record, which is 
secured by cryptographic seal-
ing. The key attributes are resil-
ience, integrity, transparency, 
and unchangeability, i.e., mostly 
“immutable.”

 › Smart contracts: are (possibly) 
computer programs that codify 
transactions and contracts, 
which, in turn, “legally” man-
age the records in a distributed 
ledger.

Intelligent algorithms and smart 
contracts will be critical “robo assis-
tants” that run commerce and infra-
structure based on distributed led-
ger technology.

IoT
The IoT is becoming increasingly cru-
cial because every device that has an 
on/off switch will have a unique iden-
tity, and a connection to the Inter-
net will communicate with and be 
controlled by an algorithm. Devices 
range from individual lights in a smart 
building to domestic appliances to the 
national infrastructure. When a light 
fails, an algorithm runs, triggering 
UBERises, an electrician, to come and 

fix the light. The algorithm then pays 
for the service.

Two important IoT-ecosystem tech-
nologies are: 1) building information 
modeling, which is a digital model of 
a facility or infrastructure; aside from 
supporting computer-aided design 
during construction or refurbishment, 
the digital model will also be used to 
manage the facility or infrastructure 
in real time using IoT resources; and 
2) blockchain smart contracts, which 
will be the algorithms that operate and 
control the infrastructure.

Big data (behavioral and 
predictive) analytics
Big data analytics is the process of 
examining vast and varied data sets to 
uncover hidden patterns, trends, cus-
tomer preferences, and so forth. One of 
the most exciting areas for intelligent 
algorithms is behavioral and predictive 
analytics. Behavioral analytics focuses 
on providing insight into the actions 
of people, whereas predictive analytics 
extracts information from existing data 
sets to determine patterns and predict 
future outcomes and trends.

Consider the 2002 film Minority 
Report, an action thriller set in Wash-
ington D.C. in 2054, where police uti-
lize algorithms to arrest and convict 
murderers before they commit their 
crimes. No longer science fiction, pre-
dictive analytics is already being used 
in the sentencing of offenders, with 
decisions being cha l lenged in t he 
cour ts. An example is Wisconsin v. 
Loomis, where Compas, a risk-assess-
ment tool, contributed to the trial 
judge increasing Loomis’s sentence. 
This ruling is being appealed because 
Compas is unable to explain its reason-
ing, who its creators are, and they are 
unwilling to divulge its methods due to 
intellectual property considerations.

In the next section, we look at the 
evolving algorithm ecosystem and dis-
cuss its impact on regulation and the 
law, that is, algorithms as assistants, 
competitors, controllers, judge/jury, 
technology options, and regulations.

ALGORITHMS  
AS ASSISTANTS
Traditional (static) algorithms are 
already prevalent, taken for granted, 
and perform critical tasks such as fly-
ing planes and controlling nuclear 
systems. The current debate mainly 
concerns intelligent (dynamic) algo-
rithms, their continued evolution, and 
potential threat.

Beginning with virtual assistants, 
known as chatbots, these are algorithms 
designed to simulate a conversation 
with human users primarily over the 
Internet, where machine-learning algo-
rithms perform a task, such as providing 
customer service or answering a question.

Algorithms behind this technology 
have the capacity for learning, reason-
ing, and understanding. They range 
from search engines like Google, to 
increasingly sophisticated assistants 
such as Apple Siri, Samsung Bixby with 
image search, or smart devices such 
as Amazon Echo/Alexa and Google 
Home. Regarding liability and the law, 
if Google returns the wrong answer to a 
search, we try again. However, if Ama-
zon’s Alexa misinterprets a conversa-
tion or hears something on the televi-
sion and makes an expensive purchase, 
where does the law stand?

Rogue algorithms
Rogue algorithms have emerged be -
cause of advertisers who abuse Ama-
zon Alexa and Google Home. Recently, 
Burger King “hijacked” Google Home 
speakers by creating an ad that trig-
gered devices to read its Wikipedia 
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entry for the Whopper, edited before-
hand to sound like marketing copy. 
Google quickly blocked the trigger but 
not before the restaurant chain had 
gained much free publicity and consid-
erable Google consumer backlash.

Another example is that of Mic-
rosoft’s Tay, a chatbot algorithm that 
was designed to learn from user inter-
action via Twitter. Tay proved a smash 
hit with racists, trolls, and online 
troublemakers who persuaded it to 
blithely use racial slurs, defend white 
supremacist propaganda, and even 
call for outright genocide. Even the 
heavily censored Chinese Internet is 
not immune: “Rogue Chatbots Deleted 
in China After Questioning Com-
munist Party,” read one recent head-
line. Two chatbots, BabyQ and XiaoB-
ing, have been pulled from a Chinese 
messaging app after they questioned 
the rule of the Communist Party and 
made unpatriotic comments. The bots 
were available on a messaging service 
with 800 million users run by Chinese 
Internet giant Tencent, before appar-
ently going rogue!

Regulation and the law
It might be argued that self-regula-
tion works well, based on the chatbot 
examples mentioned previously. How-
ever, it does highlight the significant 
challenge of testing these evolving 
machine-learning algorithms.

Although concern has been expressed 
about the urgent need to police and 
regulate these rogue algorithms, there 
exists, through the current U.S. and U.K. 
criminal and civil laws, a consider-
able body of law that can be deployed 
where necessary. Toby Walsh suggests 
using chatbots-to-humans warnings 
like the Red Flag Law that governs the 
early use of motor vehicles (arxiv.org 
/pdf/1510.09033.pdf).

ALGORITHMS  
AS COMPETITORS
We now examine algorithms that are 
displacing humans. The application of 
intelligent algorithms has been driven 
to a large extent by the highly competi-
tive financial services industry, begin-
ning with algorithmic trading (AT) 
and the rise of financial robo advisors.

AT
In electronic financial markets, AT 
refers to the use of algorithms to auto-
mate one or more stages of the trading 
process, e.g., pretrade analysis (data 
analysis), trading signal genera-
tion (buy and sell recommendations), 
and trade execution. Each stage of this  
trading process can be conducted 
entirely by algorithms or by algorithms 
plus humans.

Rogue algorithms. AT, because of its 
magnitude and proliferation, has had 
a significant impact on financial mar-
kets. Notably, the 2010 Flash Crash, 
which wiped out US$600 billion in 
market value of U.S. corporate stocks in 
20 min. However, the involvement and 
market impact of AT on flash crashes 
is still the subject of much debate.

Another interesting example, one 
that possibly involves a traditional 
(static) algorithm, is that of mar-
ket-making firm Knight Capital. On 
1 August 2012, Knight Capital deployed 
untested software in a production envi-
ronment that contained an obsolete 
function. The rogue algorithm started 
pushing erratic trades through on 
roughly 150 different stocks and lost 
US$440 million in 30 min, resulting in 
the end of the company.

Professional robo advisors
We now look at how algorithms impact 
professions. Robo advisors are a class of 

advisor software providing professional 
financial advice or portfolio manage-
ment with minimal human interven-
tion, based on mathematical rules and 
AI algorithms. A typical robo collects 
information from clients about their 
financial situation, level of acceptable 
risk, and future goals through an online 
survey and then uses the data to offer 
advice and/or automatically invest cli-
ent assets. There are two broad classes: 
1) robo investors, which invest with-
out offering any financial advice and 
are not formally regulated, and 2) robo 
advisors, which offer regulated advice 
to users and then use the responses to 
guide investment decisions.

Rogue algorithms. Warren Buffett, 
when discussing the aftermath of the 
2008 financial crisis, warned, “Wall 
Street’s beautifully designed risk algo-
rithms contributed to the mass murder 
of [U.S.] $22 trillion.” This comment 
highlights potential problems, namely 
that today’s robo investors and robo 
advisor algorithms probably lack the 
necessary experience to manage assets 
during sustained periods of market tur-
bulence and falling stocks prices.

Financial regulations
Regulators are also exploring using 
algorithms to improve efficiency. 
Financial regulation is estimated by the 
Financial Times to cost firms billions and 
involve 10% of the workforce. Regulators 
face myriad pressures, such as increas-
ing the monitoring of small firms and 
individuals, cross-border cybercrime 
(e.g., anti-money-laundering and binary 
options), political pressure to curb 
excesses (e.g., Libor), escalating inter-
national and EU regulations (e.g., Mar-
kets in Financial Instruments Directive 
II), and governments that relax regula-
tions to increase competitiveness (e.g., 
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the Dodd–Frank Wall Street Reform and 
Consumer Protection Act) and so on.

The monitoring challenges faced 
by regulators are illustrated by the U.K. 
Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). 
Previously, the FCA monitored 25,000 
large- and medium-size firms. With 
virtually the same resources, the FCA 
now must supervise an additional 
30,000 small firms. Hence, regulators 
are looking to automate compliance 
and regulations using AI algorithms 
and blockchain, while also regulat-
ing algorithmically. Recently, the U.K. 
Financial Stability Board published a  
report19 about the impact of AI in finan-
cial services, pointing out that the lack of 
“auditability” of intelligent algorithms 
could become a macrolevel risk.

Regulation and the law. Financial 
algorithms are increasingly subject to 
compliance, with regulators requiring 
firms to demonstrate that trading algo-
rithms have been thoroughly tested, 
demonstrate “best execution,” and 
are not engaged in market disruption. 
Likewise, robo advisors are being regu-
lated to benchmark their level of advice 
to ensure they are not engaged in mar-
ket manipulation. The U.S. Securities 
and Exchange Commission requires 
robo advisors to be registered and com-
pliant in three areas: 1) substance and 
presentation of disclosures, 2) provi-
sion of suitable advice, and 3) enacting 
effective compliance programs.

With respect to the law, these finan-
cial algorithms are not fiduciaries, nor 
do they currently fit under the tradi-
tional standard applied to human reg-
istered investment advisors.

ALGORITHMS IN CONTROL
Although much public debate centers 
on future intelligent robots, tradi-
tional control algorithms are already 

omnipresent. An example is an auto-
pilot controlling an aircraft. Suddenly, 
Asimov’s “Three Laws of Robotics” are 
a reality, with the proliferation of fully 
autonomous vehicles and military 
robots that are designed to kill. Auton-
omous vehicles have control systems 
that can analyze sensory data to dis-
tinguish between cars on the road, 
pedestrians, and other potential haz-
ards, which are necessary for safe nav-
igation but also can predict accidents.

The moral dilemma for the software 
engineer, manufacturer, and regulator 
are that predictive algorithms may, in 
extreme situations, need to make life and 
death decisions. One possible avenue is 
that a regulator requires navigation soft-
ware to pass an algorithm “driving test.”

Rogue algorithms
A recent video on the Internet shows 
how Tesla’s autopilot algorithm attempts 
to predict a car accident before it hap-
pens. However, not everything is per-
fect for autopilot algorithms. Nearly 
every autonomous vehicle company 
from Tesla and Google to Uber has had 
some car crashes, including the death of 
a Tesla driver. Some accidents are algo-
rithm anomalies, some are caused by 
other drivers’ unpredictable behaviors, 
and, in the future, some may be caused 
by malicious hacking.

Regulation and the law
The law is playing catch up with indus-
trialized countries by adjusting their 
laws to accommodate autonomous 
vehicles. For example, the U.K. Vehicle 
Technology and Aviation Bill imposes 
liability on the owner of an uninsured 
automated vehicle when driving itself 
and makes provisions for cases where 
the owner has made “unauthorized 
alterations” to the vehicle or failed to 
update its software.

Likewise, no one expects the law to 
condone autonomous vehicles driving 
drunks home! However, challenging 
legal questions are already being posed 
as to what happens where there are col-
lisions between two driverless cars and 
both appear to have acted appropri-
ately. Further ethical issues arise when, 
e.g., a driverless car swerves to avoid a 
pedestrian and causes a fatal accident.

ALGORITHMS  
AS JUDGE AND JURY
Perhaps the most contentious area is 
algorithms making decisions regard-
ing humans with little or no right of 
appeal. This includes: 1) consumer deci-
sions, where applicants are judged by 
algorithms that are unable to explain 
their reasoning, ranging from CV-sift-
ing software to people applying for 
loans and mortgages; 2) staff decisions, 
where algorithms select staff for jobs, 
decide remuneration, and whether they 
should be dismissed; and 3) defendant 
decisions, where the justice system is 
using algorithms to recommend sen-
tencing of criminals. As previously 
discussed, one example is Wisconsin v. 
Loomis, where a black-box risk-assess-
ment tool contributed to the trial judge 
increasing Loomis’s sentence.

Algorithmic star chamber
In the workplace, algorithms are rap-
idly becoming a judge and jury “star 
chamber.” Uber has been criticized in 
the media for only communicating 
with its drivers via algorithms that uni-
laterally decide on the level of revenue 
share, driver’s rating, and whether to 
terminate employment without the  
right of appeal. Online retailers live in 
fear of a drop in their Google search- 
engine ranking if they are judged by 
a n a lgorit hm to have done some-
thing fraudulently.
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Rogue algorithms
Engineers creating algorithms face 
increasing ethical and legal challenges 
that can have severe consequences 
affecting individuals, groups, and 
whole societies. As an example, con-
sider the following: you have been asked 
to code the algorithm for a self-driving 
car that can predict possible accidents. 
When a fatal accident appears unavoid-
able, does your algorithm 1) sacrifice 
the car, 2) sacrifice the pedestrian,  
3) sacrifice passengers in other vehi-
cles, 4) risk harming the occupants, or 
5) risk an even greater accident?

BLOCKCHAIN SMART 
CONTRACTS
We now consider the emerging tech-
nology of smart contracts, one of the 
most contentious algorithm technol-
ogies for lawyers, and frequently dis-
paraged as “not smart, not contracts.”

However, to quote Sean Murphy20 
of Norton Rose Fulbright, “Smart con-
tracts, in combination with distributed 
ledger technologies, have the poten-
tial to automate an extensive array of 
transactions and services within the 
service sector. Legal compliance can be 
built into the program logic, providing 
a way of transacting that maximizes 
operational efficiencies with the poten-
tial to reduce legal and regulatory cost 
and risk.”

Regulation and the law
With regard to smart contract law, pro-
ponents fall into three legal camps: 
1) code-is-contract, i.e., those who 
espouse encoding the entirety of a nat-
ural language contract; 2) hybrid-con-
tract, i.e., those using a hybrid smart 
contract model under which natural 
language contract terms are connected 
to computer code via parameters (e.g., 
a smart contract template) that feed 

into computer systems for execution; 
and 3) code-is-business-logic, i.e., 
those who see smart contracts as con-
sisting of digitizing business logic per-
formance (e.g., payment), which may 
or may not be associated with a natural 
language contract. 

TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS
Before discussing regulatory struc-
tures and possible changes to the law, 
it is appropriate to discuss technol-
ogy options.

Algorithm testing
Depending on the nature of the system, 
techniques divide into the following:

 › Traditional testing, which can 
involve static code reviews or 
dynamic analysis with test sets, 
along with “white-box” inter-
nal workings and “black-box” 
functionality

 › Algorithm formal verification, 
which proves or disproves the 
correctness using a formal proof 
on an abstract mathematical 
model of the system, which 
corresponds accurately to the 
nature of the system (usually 
known before construction). 

 › Algorithm cross-validation, which 
aims to run the same algorithm 
in an independent data set or 
scenario to evaluate potential 
risks (e.g., overfitting, sensi-
bilities to noise, and so on) and 
measure its expected general-
ization accuracy.

Algorithm certification
Algorithm certification involves audit-
ing whether the algorithm used during 
the life cycle 1) conforms to the proto-
coled requirements (e.g., for correct-
ness, completeness, consistency, and 

accuracy); 2) satisfies the standards, 
practices, and conventions; and 3) solves 
the right problem (e.g., correctly model 
physical laws), and satisfies the intended 
use and user needs in the opera-
tional environment.

Algorithm circuit breakers
For financial algorithms, circuit break-
ers are used to detect failures and encap-
sulate the logic by preventing a fail-
ure from regularly recurring during 
maintenance, temporary e x ter n a l 
system failures, or unexpected sys-
tem difficulties. Circuit breakers are 
used by exchanges to curb panic selling 
and excessive volatility (i.e., large price 
swings in either direction) in individ-
ual securities. For machine-learning 
algorithms circuit breaker technology, 
monitoring functionality may be the 
only option.

Arguably, algorithm testing and 
algorithm certification are unlikely to 
fully work for machine-learning algo-
rithms. As a result, all critical intelligent 
algorithms may require circuit breakers.

Legal redress for algorithm fail-
ure seems straightforward: if 
something goes wrong with an 

algorithm, just sue the humans who 
deployed the algorithm. However, it 
may not be that simple. For example, if 
an autonomous vehicle causes death, 
does the lawsuit pursue the dealership, 
the manufacturer, the third-party who 
developed the algorithm, the driver, 
or the other person’s illegal behavior? 
This stimulates the debate of whether 
or not algorithms should be given a 
legal personality.

As we know, a legal person refers to a 
nonhuman entity that has legal stand-
ing in the eyes of the law. A graphic 
example of a company having legal 
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personality is the offense of corporate 
manslaughter, which is the criminal 
offense of an act of homicide com-
mitted by a company or organization. 
Another important principle of law is 
that of agency, in which a relationship 
is created whereby a principal gives 
legal authority to an agent to act on the 
principal’s behalf when dealing with 
a third party. An agency relationship 
is a fiduciary relationship. It is a com-
plex area of law with concepts such as 
apparent authority, where a reasonable 
third party would understand that the 
agent had authority to act.

As the combination of software and 
hardware continues to produce intelli-
gent algorithms that learn from their 
environment and may become unpre-
dictable, it is conceivable that, with the 
growth of multialgorithm systems, deci-
sions will be made by algorithms that have 
far-reaching consequences for humans. 
It is this potential of unpredictability that 
supports the argument that algorithms 
should have a separate legal identity so 
that due process can occur in cases where 
unfairness is present. The alternative to 
this approach would be to adopt a regime 
of strict liability for those who design or 
place dangerous algorithms on the mar-
ket, so as to deter behaviors that appear 
or are proved to have been reckless. Is this 
a case of bolting the barn door after the 
horse has escaped?

We present three discussion points:

 › Algorithm circuit breakers: Criti-
cal intelligent algorithms may 
require mandatory circuit break-
ers for safe operation because 
algorithms with machine learn-
ing evolve dynamically and may 
prove unfeasible to rigorously 
test and verify.

 › National algorithm safety board: 
A special national board will 

be required to provide expert 
knowledge and advice.

 › Legal status of algorithms: Cur-
rently, algorithms are not con-
sidered to be artificial persons, 
i.e., “they are unable to own 
things so they are not worth 
suing.” However, in cases where 
dynamic algorithms and robots 
develop beyond the intentions of 
the designers, where the owner/
designer of an algorithm cannot 
be identified (perhaps through 
insolvency), or where a so-called 
decentralized autonomous orga-
nization builds a store of wealth, 
a body of opinion is forming 
in law to support the view that 
courts should have the ultimate 
authority to issue sanctions, 
which might include the power 
to fine or use a “kill switch” 
where necessary.

In summation, Ben Shneiderman 
has called for a national algorithm 
safety board.2 Such a board would have 
the expertise to 1) provide specialist 
advice on algorithms to sectors such as 
finance and 2) recommend changes to 
the law as algorithms and their ecosys-
tem evolve. A proposed codes of ethics 
for designers of algorithms do not yet 
suggest how these principles can be 
enforced, giving rise to a need for a 
debate concerning potential sanctions 
for its breach.

Regarding giving algorithms a legal 
personality (i.e., artificial persons), a 
company having legal personality can, 
for example, be charged with corpo-
rate manslaughter, which is a criminal 
offence in law. Another controversial 
issue in law is called Agency; wherein 
algorithms are authorized to enter 
into contracts with humans or other 
algorithms and subsequently a dispute 

arises about the scope of the algorithms’ 
authority. This article was written to 
stimulate discussion in the computer 
science and legal professions concern-
ing algorithms, regulations, and the 
law, a subject of growing debate.
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learning, and data-stream research. 
In this article, we examine the use of 
KDD99 data sets from the perspective 
of NIDS evaluation, which generally 
i ntersec t s with machine-learning 
research. We observed that KDD99 
data sets currently have three highly 
contradictory statuses among the 
intrusion detection research com-
munity, but we see only one of them 
as justified:

 › The data sets are considered  
inadequate for NIDS 
evaluations.1 

 › The data sets are considered ade-
quate for NIDS evaluations, that 
is, by the studies that used these 
data sets (Table 1). 

 › The data sets are publicly avail-
able at the University of Cali-
fornia, Irvine KDD Archive, but 
the archival authority does not 

recommend their use for NIDS 
evaluation.2 

In this study, we advocate the first 
status, and our main objective is to 
strengthen academic NIDS research in 
real-world operational environments.

From the perspective of computer 
network security, it is a natural, comple-
mentary process to experience advance-
ments on both sides, i.e., for the attacker 
and the defender. However, it is hard to 
comprehend the mechanics and ratio-
nale of the defender technologies, which 
claim to combat modern attacks but 
are being trained and evaluated using 
technology that is two decades old! To 
be more specific, the extensive use of 
KDD99 collections in recent studies is 
concerning and raises many questions 
that need to be analyzed critically. It has 
recently been reported that 125 research 
studies published in mainstream jour-
nals during 2010–2015 performed NIDS 
evaluations using KDD99.3 The authors3 
did not include conference publications 
and restricted their search only to qual-
ity-assured journals. We believe that the 
statistics of their systematic analysis 
from the NIDS perspective raise serious 
concerns about these data sets, which 
are nearly 20 years old and have faced 
several pointed criticisms.4,5 Despite 
these criticisms, the data sets are often 
justified as being adequate by scholars 
seeking to publish their research based 
on these data sets in mainstream jour-
nals and conferences. Table 1 presents 
the performance evaluation results of 
representative studies in which these 
data sets were used. Hereafter, these 
studies are referred to as the reviewed 
studies in this article. Because there are a 
number of differences in the experimen-
tal approaches and methodologies used 
in the studies, we have selected their 
most common representative attributes 

TABLE 1. Performance evaluations on KDD99 
data sets or their subsets.

Algorithm(s)/technique(s) Accuracy (%)
False alarm/
alarm rate (%)

Year of  
publication*

Multiclass classification multiple criteria 
linear programming classification

99.14 0.01765 2017

k-means and random forest 99.98 0.14 2017

Efficient proactive artificial 
immune-system-based anomaly detection 
and prevention system

83.72–100 0.68–0.81 2016

J48 and REPTree 99.9 0.0002 2016

Averaged one-dependence estimators 96.77 0.0323 2015

Online sequential extreme-learning 
machine

98.66 1.74 2015

SVM and genetic PCA 99.96 0.49 2014

Radial basis function and SVM 98.46 NA 2014

J48, PCA, SVM, self-organizing map 99.59 1.27 2013

Weighted k-means and random forest 98.3 1.6 2013

Ant colony algorithm and SVM 98.62 NA 2012

Discriminative multinomial naive Bayes 
and N2B

96.5 3 2010

Decision tree 92.30 11.71 2007

SVM 99.6 4.17 2005

NA: not applicable; PCA: principal component analysis; SVM: support vector machine; N2B: nominal to binary.
*See more details at https://goo.gl/8MQLNC.
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in Table  1, such as the algorithms and 
techniques involved, accuracy, and false-
alarm rate.

The KDD99 data sets have not only 
been extensively criticized but are also 
considered to be inadequate and dead 
by many experts.1,6 More importantly, 
even the data set archival authority itself 
strongly discouraged their use in 20072 
and recommended that all journals and 
conferences reject studies outright if 
the results were solely based on KDD99 
data sets. As such, some scholars might 
suggest that a heavy reliance on the 
KDD99 data sets brings into question 
the progress of NIDS research in recent 
years. Although many researchers have 
already been convinced by such advice, 
studies from a large group of researchers 
show somewhat different understand-
ings, as shown in Table 1. Most reviewed 
studies stated that they used these  
data sets because “these are the most 
widely used benchmark data sets,”3,8,18 
“these are the de facto standard data 
sets,”3 or other noncompelling rea-
sons. Such arguments and practices are 
far too common across many scientific 
disciplines, and they may not always be 
optimal. As Albert Einstein remarked, 
“What is right is not always popular, and 
what is popular is not always right.”

Despite the seriousness of this issue, 
the topic has not yet been exclusively 
and systematically addressed, which 
is essentially the main cause of using 
outdated data sets on a massive scale. 
To the best of our knowledge, this is the 
first work that contributes to the litera-
ture by analyzing this subject. We

 › begin with a brief introduction 
to the KDD99 data set family

 › identify the issues and conse-
quences associated with NIDS 
evaluations based on KDD99 
data sets

 › discuss the importance of using 
appropriate data sets

 › highlight some adequate data 
sets and encourage their use for 
NIDS evaluations

 › perform an empirical analysis of 
the complexity of KDD and mod-
ern data sets

 › provide recommendations that 
motivate the community to con-
tinuously evaluate the useful-
ness of data sets to ensure that 
the right data are being used 
to solve the right problems and 
advance science.

THE KDD99  
DATA SET FAMILY
In this section, we briefly describe the 
KDD99 data sets. More detailed infor-
mation about these data sets can be 
found in Lippman et al.7 and Tavallaee 
et al.8 A timeline depicting significant 
events regarding KDD99 data sets, orig-
inating in 1998, is shown in Figure 1.

The DARPA data set
The Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy (MIT) Lincoln Laboratory, sponsored 
by DARPA and the Air Force Research Lab-
oratory, generated the first standard cor-
pora for the evaluation of NIDSs in 1998. 
After these data sets were used for some 
time, the quickly changing landscape of 
communication technology demanded 
updated data sets with more novel attacks 
(including a Windows NT target) while 
defining a security policy for the target 
network. This resulted in the creation of 
another version of the data set in 1999. 
These two data sets are referred to as 
DARPA98 and DARPA99, and they consist 
of raw tcpdump data (see Figure 1). These 
workloads contributed significantly to 
NIDS research due to their objectivity, for-
mality, repeatability, and statistical signif-
icance. The DARPA99 data set consists of 

five weeks of normal and malicious traf-
fic. There exist four types of attacks, i.e., 
probe, remote to local, denial of service 
(DoS), and user to root. The data sets are 
still publicly available for download from 
the Lincoln Laboratory repository (https://
www.ll.mit.edu/ideval/data/index.html).

The KDD Cup 99 data set
The KDD Cup 99 data set stems from 
DARPA/ MIT Lincoln Laborator y 
packet traces, and it is the most widely 
used data set for NIDS evaluation. This 
is a transformed version of the DARPA 
data containing 41 features that are 
considered suitable for machine-learn-
ing classification algorithms. The data 
set can be obtained as three partitions: 
a full training set, a 10% version of the 
training set, and a test set (https://
kdd.ics.uci.edu/databases/kddcup99 
/kddcup99.html). Aside from the four 
categories of attacks within the DARPA 
data set, 17 new attacks were added in 
the test data. Because it is considered a 
large data set for most machine-learn-
ing algorithms, many researchers 
prefer to use sampled data. Moreover, 
the records duplication in both train-
ing and test data can produce biased 
results for frequent instances, and 
overcoming such issues led to the gen-
eration of the NSL_KDD data set.

The NSL_KDD data set
The NSL_KDD, from the Information 
Security Center of Excellence (ISCX), 
University of New Brunswick (UNB), 
is another distilled version of the KDD 
Cup 99 data sets. It was created in 2009 
with the main aim of resolving the issue 
of redundant records found in KDD 
Cup 99 data sets,8 in which the ratio of 
duplicate records in the training and 
testing data was reported as being 78% 
and 75%, respectively. Such huge redun-
dancy may cause learning algorithms to 
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produce biased evaluation results and, 
in turn, prevent them from learning 
infrequent records. After cleaning and 
resampling, the resultant data set con-
sisted of 125,973 and 22,544 records for 
training and testing, respectively. This 
is derived from the original 4,900,000 
and 2,000,000 records, respectively, in 
the KDD Cup 99 data sets.

ANALYZING THE 
EVALUATIONS BASED  
ON KDD99
The DARPA and KDD Cup 99 data sets 
served as the first systematic approach 
to NIDS data generation, and they were 
an incredibly innovative and valu-
able resource when released in 1998 
and 1999, respectively. However, these 
data sets do not inclusively reflect cur-
rent network traffic trends and modern 
footprint attacks. For instance, the DoS 
attack types in KDD99 include land, 
Neptune, back, Smurf, teardrop, and 

pod attacks; none of these are seen in 
current network patterns. In such a situ-
ation, it is prudent to ask, “Are we train-
ing our intrusion detection systems 
(IDSs) to combat historical attacks?” 
On the contrary, one may argue that 
if the classification module of an IDS 
is strong (e.g., a multiagent-based IDS 
or deep neural networks) and trained 
on KDD99, it will also be able to detect 
modern network traffic attacks without 
a drop-off in performance. In practice, 
there are very few such evaluations, 
e.g., the study by Sadhasivan and Bala-
subramanian,9 in which the system has 
been trained and tested independently 
on both the KDD99 data sets and a 
real-time data set called supervisory 
control and data acquisition, which con-
tains comparatively recent and diverse 
attack vectors. Moreover, to the best of 
our knowledge, studies on the cross–
data-set setting have not received much 
attention. This process, in which the 

system is trained on one data set and 
tested on another one, is an additional 
way to evaluate the interoperability 
and generalization capability of an IDS, 
which is important to real-word appli-
cations. However, most existing IDSs 
are either prone to overfitting or have 
low generalization/interoperability 
because they are often based on a priori 
known attacks. Developing cross–data-
set methods that detect varying or pre-
viously unseen attacks, which is much 
more practical, is essential.

As shown in the reviewed studies 
on building IDSs, we found that more 
attention is given to devising new algo-
rithms and techniques, conducting 
comparative evaluation, achieving bet-
ter numerical results, and other aspects 
of the research than on clearly exam-
ining the suitability and function of 
the data sets. Regardless of the factors 
and constraints, they need to be recon-
sidered because the utilization of an 
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inadequate data set does not contribute 
to IDS research even if the proposed solu-
tion reliably detects attacks while show-
ing the best possible capabilities. For 
instance, Table 1 shows that the perfor-
mance results of almost all IDSs against 
KDD99 are remarkable, but it is unlikely 
that such systems would perform so effi-
ciently in real-world environments. Even 
the results become mostly irrelevant 
when cross-validated with synthetic 
contemporary workloads.6 This is crit-
ical because IDSs were developed with 
the main objective of coping with trend-
ing challenges and attacks. In fact, the 
evaluation results based on KDD99 have 
become imbued with high accuracy, 
thereby not only giving a false sense of 
progress but also impairing the ability to 
explore further knowledge horizons.

A recent cross-validation compara-
tive study6 demonstrates that the per-
formances of algorithms verified using 
KDD99 are severely degraded when eval-
uated on modern data sets. Specifically, 
the performances of five machine-learn-
ing algorithms (decision tree, linear 
regression, naive Bayes, artificial neural 
network, and expectation maximization) 
were compared using the KDD99 data set 
and a contemporary data set, UNSW-NB15 
( h t t p s ://w w w. u n s w. a d f a . e d u . a u /
australian-centre-for-cyber-security/
cybersecurity/ADFA-NB15-Datasets/). 
All five algorithms performed well on 
KDD99 (similar to the results shown in 
Table 1) but were considerably poorer on 
the newer data set. This is mainly because 
of the upgraded testbed architecture and 
the greater complexity introduced in 
the UNSW-NB15 data set. Similarly, the 
degraded performance of state-of-the-art 
machine-learning techniques on some 
other new data sets clearly indicates that 
a modern environment is much more 
challenging than the one represented by 
the older data set(s).10,11 This suggests 

that methods working almost perfectly 
on the de facto data sets are no longer rel-
evant as they stand. Although accelerat-
ing the development of innovative algo-
rithmic methods has its own importance, 
these methods will only contribute and 
be beneficial if given appropriate input. 
Developing cross–data-set methods 
that detect varying or previously unseen 
attacks, which is much more practical, 
is essential.

APPROPRIATE DATA SET(S) 
FOR IDS EVALUATION 
Current technology has evolved tre-
mendously since the days when KDD99 
data sets were launched. Innovative 
developments have greatly changed the 
basic nature of computer systems, and 
operating systems have gone through 
many f undamental revisions. For 
instance, the development of sophisti-
cated network protocols and the widely 
adopted enhancement of 32-bit archi-
tecture to 64 bits have had a profound 
effect on system communications. 
These advancements have resulted 
in bringing a fundamental change 
in attack methodologies as well. For 
example, in KDD-era attacks, usually 
only a single process was targeted, lead-
ing to a bigger information presence 
in its system call trace. Consequently, 
IDS schemes optimized on these data 
sets attained monumental accuracy by 
leveraging any such features. Although 
present-day attacks no longer follow 
this pattern, evidence of them and their 
activities is spread among numerous 
system call traces. Thus, clustering 
algorithms perform poorly on such 
data sets because of the similarity 
between attack and normal patterns. 
This is very close to the contemporary 
hacking attacks that are launched as 
distributed patterns through multiple 
processes to compromise the system. 

The current real-world environment is 
much more challenging than the ones 
depicted by the outdated data sets.

KDD Cup 99 and NSL_KDD, the 
derived versions of DARPA data sets, are 
generally considered as an improvement 
when compared with their predecessors. 
However, the actual tradeoffs presented 
by such modifications are rarely investi-
gated. The transformation from DARPA 
to KDD Cup 99 not only transposed the 
same serious flaws, but the extracted fea-
tures also appeared to produce unfortu-
nate artifacts.12 Similarly, obtaining the 
NSL_KDD data set via cleaning and resa-
mpling KDD Cup 99 further affected its 
originality. This modification destroyed 
the natural order of packet flow, which 
resulted in reducing data strength and 
often restricted researchers from devis-
ing novel solutions.13 Although these 
modified versions may be considered 
to work with basic machine-learning 
algorithms and similar techniques, they 
are undeniably not suitable for use as an 
evaluation benchmark.

THE QUEST FOR  
BETTER ALTERNATIVES
Arguably, the scarcity of adequate data 
sets is one of the major research chal-
lenges that compelled scholars to use 
the KDD99 data sets for several years. 
Nevertheless, the current availability 
of some better alternatives has coun-
tered every single reason to justify 
their use. Table 2 compares the KDD99 
data sets with some adequate alterna-
tives and highlights their appropriate-
ness based on the characteristics used 
for qualifying data sets.14 We have 
attempted to include only those data 
sets that have been found to be bet-
ter than the legacy workloads, and we 
briefly discuss them before reporting 
our experimental evaluation and giv-
ing some recommendations.
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The next-generation IDS data set
T he ne x t-generat ion I DS d at a set 
(NGIDS-DS) has been recently gener-
ated in the next-generation cyber range 
infrastructure of the Australian Defense 
Force Academy, Canberra.15 Before data 
set generation, an evaluation metric 
based on a fuzzy logic system has been 
proposed to provide a theory for evaluat-
ing the quality of realism of any IDS data 

set. It facilitates the process of selecting 
or generating a realistic data set for the 
design, development, and validation of a 
reliable IDS. Based on the proposed met-
ric, the researchers generated syntheti-
cally realistic NGIDS-DS using IXIA Per-
fectStorm hardware in conjunction with 
some commercial cybersecurity-test 
hardware platforms. The data set has a 
medium-high quality of realism, and an 

empirical evaluation demonstrates that 
it represents both normal traffic dynam-
ics and realistic attack behaviors of the 
real-world networks. In the section 
“Experimental Evaluation,” we used 
this data set to perform a comparative 
empirical evaluation with potentially 
outdated data sets to further emphasize 
the significance of using appropriate 
data sets.

TABLE 2. A comparison of DARPA/KDD Cup 99 data sets with some repositories 
selected based on the key characteristics of an adequate data set.

Data set(s) Content
Realistic network 
configuration Realistic traffic Labeled

Diverse 
attacks

Complete interac-
tion capture Anonymized 

DARPA/KDD Cup 99 Mixed Yes No Yes Yes Yes No

NGIDS-DS Mixed Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No

ISCX-UNB* Mixed Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No

TUIDS* Mixed Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No

UNSW-NB15 Mixed Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No

MAWILab Mixed Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Attribute Description

Content Network traffic is generally categorized as normal (benign) or malicious and is called mixed if it consists of both. The intrusion 
detection evaluations were generally performed using mixed contents. 

Realistic network 
configuration

A network configuration may be real, simulated, or emulated. The configuration is called realistic if the process of setting a 
network’s control, flow, and operation is performed realistically rather than simulated or emulated. 

Realistic traffic Network traffic may or may not be realistic. A trace is considered to be realistic if it is captured during the regular operations 
of the network and has not been altered after capture. 

Labeled The traces may or may not be labeled (often called the ground truth). Labeling is carried out to distinguish malicious activity 
from normal traffic to perform evaluation operations. 

Diverse attacks This refers to the attack vector or simply how many types of attacks the data set contains. It is preferable to have a diverse 
family of recent attacks in the obtained data sets.

Complete 
interaction capture

The value of this attribute indicates whether the traces contain complete information or data about all network interactions 
performed, as the information is useful for postevaluation operations. 

Anonymized The traces may or may not be anonymized, primarily as a result of privacy issues. Anonymized traces may lack information 
that is considered critical for the IDS.

*These data sets can be obtained by establishing email contact with the concerned authorities.
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The ISCX-UNB data set
The ISCX-UNB data set was built on 
the concept of profiles to reflect net-
work traffic and intrusions,14 and it 
has become the benchmark data set 
obtained in seven days under practical 
and systematic conditions. Traces were 
collected using a real-time testbed 
by incorporating multistage attacks. 
The concept of profiles (i.e., a  and b) 
was introduced to facilitate the repro-
duction of certain real-world events 
and behaviors seen on networks. The 
underlying notion of introducing pro-
files was to overcome the shortcom-
ings of static data sets that suffer from 
various problems, such as being out-
dated, modifiable, inextensible, and 
irreproducible. Furthermore, various 
multistage attack scenarios were exe-
cuted to generate malicious traces, 
such as infiltrating the network from 
the inside, HTTP, DoS, distributed DoS 
(DDoS) with an Internet relay chat (IRC) 
botnet, and brute-force secure shell 
(SSH). The data set is a significantly 
suitable representative as an adequate 
data set (as shown in Table 2) and a good 
replacement for legacy workloads.

The TUIDS data set
The Tezpur University Intrusion Detec-
tion System (TUIDS) data set was gen-
erated by the Network Security Lab at 
Tezpur University, India.16 An organized 
approach was followed to generate real-
istic network traffic by using both packet- 
and flow-level information. The data set 
is available in three categories: TUIDS 
intrusion detection, TUIDS coordinated 
scan, and TUIDS DDoS data set. Normal 
traffic was generated based on the daily 
activities of users, and malicious traf-
fic was generated by launching attacks 
within the testbed environment. The 
generation process involved six attack 
scenarios, i.e., DoS using targa, probing 

using nmap, coordinated scanning using 
rnmap, user to root using brute-force 
SSH, DDoS using an agent-handler net-
work, and DDoS using an IRC botnet. The 
scenarios launched 28 distinct attack 
types, among which 22 attack types were 
used for TUIDS intrusion detection, six 
for coordinated scanning, and six for 
the DDoS category. Table 2 shows that 
the TUIDS and ISCX-UNB data sets have 
similar characteristics, but unlike ISCX-
UNB, which covered only packet-level 
traces, TUIDS provided both packet- and 
flow-level data.

The UNSW-NB15 data set
The researchers at the Australian Cen-
tre for Cyber Security at the Univer-
sity of New South Wales (UNSW) gen-
erated this data set, which consists of 
real-life, modern, normal, and synthe-
sized attack activities.6 It represents 
nine major attack families (i.e., fuzz-
ers, analysis, backdoors, DoS, exploits, 
generic, reconnaissance, shellcode, 
and worms) by utilizing the IXIA Per-
fectStorm platform. It has a rich set of 
49 extracted features that have been 
developed with the Argus and Bro-IDS 
frameworks. Like the DARPA and KDD 
Cup 99 data sets, it was also created by 
establishing a synthetic environment. 
Nonetheless, the representation of 
contemporary traffic patterns makes it 
a far better choice than KDD99.

The MAWILab data set 
Measurement and Analysis on the Wide 
Internet (MAWI) is a public collection 
of 15-min-long network traffic traces 
captured every day on a backbone link 
between Japan and the United States 
since 2001 (http://mawi.wide.ad.jp 
/mawi/), and the MAWI repository cur-
rently contains more than 16 years of 
traffic. This data set is not only a valu-
able resource to study and analyze the 

evolution of Internet traffic but also 
highlights the longitudinal charac-
teristics of network traffic. Regarding 
intrusion detection research, it allows 
the examination of short- and long-last-
ing anomalies that have appeared since 
2001. Moreover, MAWI traffic monitors 
several hundred thousand Internet 
Protocol addresses daily using numer-
ous applications. The resultant traces 
thereby sense diverse anomalies rang-
ing from well-known to other unknown 
malicious activities that are either hid-
den or still emerging. Although MAWI 
is an excellent source of contemporary 
network traffic information and could 
be very useful for examining how well 
a proposed IDS will work in practice, 
the lack of ground truth data makes the 
evaluation of anomaly detectors chal-
lenging. Moreover, having anonymized 
payloads is another drawback. Despite 
great efforts, the ground truth of MAWI 
traces is still questionable because it 
was obtained by combining the results 
of four unsupervised network anom-
aly detectors.17

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we describe an experi-
mental evaluation based on the prem-
ise that the KDD99 data sets are out-
dated and do not contribute to NIDS 
research, even if the proposed sys-
tem shows significant performance 
results. We analyzed the performance 
of widely used machine-learning 
algorithms on KDD99 data sets and a 
representative modern data set from 
among those listed in Table 2, i.e., the 
NGIDS-DS from UNSW at the Austra-
lian Defence Force Academy.15 We 
took into account one of the studies18 
given in Table 1 to conduct comparative 
evaluation. The development environ-
ment and the definition of algorithms, 
i.e., support vector machines (SVMs), 
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random forest, J48, and REPTree, have 
been adopted from Rathore et al.18

Data set and experimental setup
The NGIDS-DS data set has more than 
90 million records in comma-separated 
values format, including 88,791,734 
and 1,262,426 records for benign and 
malicious activities, respectively. Each 
data set file has nine attributes: date, 
time, pro_id, path, sys_call, event_id, 
attack_cat, attack_subcat, and label, 
which indicates 0 for benign and 
1 for malicious. The details of train-
ing and testing sets for the selected 
machine-learning algorithms are given 
in Table 3. The experiments were con-
ducted on an Intel core i7-6500U CPU 
at 2.5 GHz with 512-GB solid-state drive 
and 8-GB random-access memory, with 
Apache Hadoop version 2.9.0 installed 
on Ubuntu 14.04.

Evaluation metrics
The complexity of the data sets was 
measured using the following metrics.

 › Accuracy has traditionally been 
considered the most important 
performance evaluation metric. 
It is expressed as the percentage 
of true predictions: 

 Accuracy =             (TP + TN)

                               (TP + TN + FP + FN)
,
 

 where true positive (TP) is the 
number of intrusions or anom-
alies identified correctly, true 
negative (TN) is the number of 
normal network traces iden-
tified correctly, false positive 
(FP) is the number of normal 
traces incorrectly classified as 
intrusions, and false negative 

(FN) is the number of malicious 
traces incorrectly classified as 
normal—the most serious and 
dangerous state for an IDS.

 › False-positive rate (FPR) is the 
ratio of the percentage of normal 
traces incorrectly classified as 
intrusions to the total number of 
normal traces.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 4 presents the comparative 
evaluation results for the KDD99 and 
NGIDS-DS data sets for a few well-
known machine-learning algorithms. 
It can be seen that J48 shows the high-
est accuracy, in terms of TP %, of 99.90 
with an FPR of 0.0003 for KDD99 data 
sets, whereas random forest achieves 
the highest accuracy of 81.23 with a 
false-alarm rate of 14.84. A typical 
results interpretation is seen as KDD99 
performs better than NGIDS-DS in 
terms of accuracy for all four algo-
rithms; however, this scenario leads 
to somewhat different perspectives by 
revealing the inefficiencies of KDD99 
data sets. In fact, KDD99 is a less com-
plex data set that includes a small 
number of high-footprint attacks and 
reflects differentiable normal com-
puter activities. NGIDS-DS is a complex 
data set that contains a variety of mod-
ern, low-footprint attacks and reflects 
normal computer activities. The com-
plexity differences not only caused tra-
ditional machine-learning techniques 
to degrade performance accuracy but 
also generated more false alarms. 
There is a vast overlap between the 
patterns of normal and attack obser-
vations, which adds another dimen-
sion to the complexity of the NGIDS-DS 
data set. This particular feature is a 
very common trait in modern hacking 
attack samples that gives a distributed 
approach to system compromise by 

TABLE 3. The distribution of training and testing data sets.

Data sets Data files
Number of  
features/attributes Benign Malicious

Training 1–59 Nine 62,484,485 701,507

Testing 60–99 Nine 34,434,334 553,159

TABLE 4. Comparative performance evaluation of KDD99 
data sets and a representative modern data set. 

Machine-learning  
algorithm/technique

KDD99 data sets NGIDS-DS data set

TP (%) FP (%) Accuracy (%)
False-alarm 
rate (%)

SVMs18 95.93 0.001 76.57 17.59

Random forest18 99.57 0.0007 81.23 14.84

J4818 99.90 0.00003 79.61 20.12

REPTree18 99.90 0.0002 73.54 19.42
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spreading the activity through multi-
ple processes.

Machine-learning techniques gen-
erally rely on a frequency analysis to 
provide discriminative features;10 they 
thus perform poorly on complex data 
sets (e.g., NGIDS-DS) because of the sim-
ilarities between attack and normal 
data, along with the loss of all positional 
data of the system call traces. Nonethe-
less, these algorithmic techniques are 
able to attain high classification accu-
racy on the KDD99 data set because it is 
limited to a single process that creates 
a larger and more detectable system 
call footprint. Specifically, the results 
clearly indicate that the traditional 
features and methods that have been 
selected and perfected for intrusion 
detection on KDD99 data sets are no lon-
ger relevant or adequate to capture the 
nature of attacks, which originate from 
modern frameworks and are most likely 
to evolve as time passes.

Therefore, the NGIDS-DS data set is 
regarded as complex15 because of the 
similar behaviors of modern attacks and 
normal network traffic. Thus, use of the 
NGIDS-DS data set is advised for reliably 
evaluating the existing and novel tech-
niques of NIDSs. All in all, the poor and 
rich performances on the NGIDS-DS and 
KDD99 data sets, respectively, suggest 
that to attain higher-order accuracy on 
NIDSs, researchers must first acknowl-
edge that the modern environment is 
much more challenging than the KDD99 
data set. Second, researchers must be 
encouraged to actively search for and 
devise either a new richer data feature or 
a new decision engine on which to base 
the next generation of NIDSs.

If we were dealing with a situation 
where we could make only one rec-
ommendation on how to select an 

appropriate data set, it would be this. 
Select the one that best matches with 
current network traffic patterns and 
system architectures. We stress that 
this should serve as a prerequisite con-
dition for qualification of the data set 
because it dominates almost all other 
characteristics of an adequate data set. 
In other words, if a data set is not rep-
resentative of current system architec-
tures and network traffic patterns, it is 
likely an unsuitable resource for NIDS 
evaluation. This can be clearly observed 
in the case of DARPA/KDD Cup 99 data 
sets; they still hold almost all of the 
important characteristics, i.e., they 
have realistic network configuration, 
contain a labeled data set, are nonano-
nymized, exhibit complete interaction 
capture, and contain diverse attack 
types. However, the inapplicability of 
our proposed prerequisite condition 
makes these data sets impractical.

Despite the importance of using 
appropriate data sets, there will always 
be analysis deficiencies because no 
data set is perfect. However, attempts 
must be made to select the best data 
set possible. Building on the points 
addressed in this article, we primar-
ily recommend working with real-life 
traffic data, such as those provided by 
MAWILab. Although issues such as the 
missing ground truth and anonymiza-
tion may exist in them (as pointed out 
earlier), they could still be useful in 
determining realistic IDS behavior 
and, possibly, achieving cross–data-set 
validation standards. In addition, con-
sidering extant academic IDS research 
constraints, we suggest using the 
publicly available data sets described 
in the section “The Quest for Better 
Alternatives” or similar workloads, 
which adequately satisfy the qualify-
ing characteristics outlined in Table 2 
and modern trends.

Finally, we strongly suggest that 
the NIDS community should build 
a consensus on the need to discard 
future IDS studies that rely solely on 
evaluation with KDD99. It would be 
more effective if this screening were 
done by the editorial boards of jour-
na ls a nd con ference com m it tees 
rather than expecting a consolidated 
response at the research-field level. 
This will encourage the use of appro-
priate data sets and will ultimately be 
useful to strengthen academic NIDS 
research under real-world operational 
environments. The progress of NIDS 
research could be much better now 
if the same had been done in 2007 on 
the recommendation by Terry Brug-
ger at the University of California.2 To 
avoid spinning our wheels for another 
decade, we must lay the KDD Cup 99 
data set and all its variations to rest, 
with a 21-gun salute to symbolize the 
importance of these data sets in shap-
ing the foundation of NIDS research. 
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Rack-scale systems with large, shared, disaggregated, 

and persistent memory need solid protection and 

authorization techniques. Our solution uses a memory-

side capability enforcement processor that gates memory 

accesses through extended capabilities, enables fine-

grained access control beyond a single address space, 

and minimally disrupts the programming model. 

A t the crossover point between technology 
adoption curves (such as persistent mem-
ory, rack-scale disaggregate memory, and 
memory semantics fabrics), it is vital to 

understand the benefits of defying conventions. In 
this article, we examine the ramifications of persistent 
fabric-attached memories (FAMs) at the rack scale and 
how approaches that predate memory paging, such as 

capabilities, could enable a robust and scalable protec-
tion mechanism.

Memory has always been considered a scarce resource 
that needs to be shared among multiple programs. Since 
the inception of virtual memory in the 1960s,1 operating 
systems (OSs) have overcome the limitations of small 
physical memory by a variety of mechanisms to give 
users and programs the perception of unlimited mem-
ory. Virtual memory was—and remains today—a pow-
erful mechanism with which to optimize memory allo-
cation, simplify addressing, manage fragmentation, and 
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allow oversubscription by means of 
paging out to slower media and pag-
ing in when needed. Over time, these 
operations have become so important 
that hardware support has appeared 
in all modern processors in the form of 
caches of the virtual memory tables, or 
translation look-aside buffers (TLBs).

Once the OS and hardware manage 
virtual memory as fixed size pages and 
include all of the necessary structures 
for virtual-to-physical address transla-
tion, it becomes natural to extend these 
tables to capture related concepts, such 
as access protection. For security, pri-
vacy, and error-containment reasons, 
not all programs are allowed to access 
all memory pages. Access-right infor-
mation (typically read, write, or exe-
cute privileges) is stored as metadata 
associated with a page, cached in the 
TLB, and checked at page granular-
ity. This arrangement makes the pro-
tection check fast because it is part of 
the translation process of each mem-
ory-access instruction. It also enables 
precise exceptions to generate accurate 
notifications about the nature of the 
protection violation. This is import-
ant to implement functionality, such 
as on-demand paging, shared libraries, 
or copy-on-write, and it requires the 
ability to precisely restart a faulting 
memory instruction after an exception 
occurs. However, it is a compromise 
because programs would naturally like 
to expose a different, often finer, gran-
ularity protection, possibly at the indi-
vidual-object level, and not be tied to 
an arbitrary page size.

Page-level protection also creates 
the opportunity for malicious ex-
ploits, such as buffer and stack over-
f lows, when multiple tenants share 
a single page or execute code in a 
shared library. Because all addresses 
within a page inherit the same pro-

tection, privileged execution of code 
may be achieved simply by gaining ac-
cess to a piece of the memory address 
space. For small page sizes this has 
(historically) been considered an ac-
ceptable compromise across security, 
performance, and hardware complex-
ity considerations.

However, the technology has sub-
stantially changed. Individual com-
puters can afford terabytes of physi-
cal memory, and rack-scale systems 
federating hundreds of elements are 
approaching petabytes. At this scale, 
organizing memory in kilobyte-sized 
pages requires billions of pages, and 
the overhead to manage the map-
pings does not scale, as page tables and 
page-table walks overflow TLBs and 
caches. At the same time, this abun-
dance of memory removes the orig-
inal motivation for virtual memory 
(paging to disk), and most programs 
keep all of the data in memory because 
of performance issues. As a conse-
quence, the trend is to shift toward large 
(1–2 MiB) or huge (1–4 GiB) page sizes, 
so that applications can allocate most 
of their working set right away, allow-
ing page-table overhead to scale with 
memory-size growth and move the OS 
overhead out of the way.

Unfortunately, larger pages increase 
security risks and can expose the 
page to errors (or malicious attacks) 
because any address within a page can 
be accessed without additional fine-
grained control. More importantly, the 
underlying problem comes from the 
bundling of the two key memory con-
cepts, translation and protection, in the 
same page structure. This is becoming 
a primary cause of tension in the OS: 
the needs of a large translation unit 
and a small protection granularity are 
fundamentally incompatible, and we 
need a different approach. In addition, 

certain workloads experience huge 
performance benefits from superpages, 
but others suffer—in practice, the shift 
is toward greater flexibility in the size 
of translation units within the con-
straints of different page sizes.2

Paging was not the only memory 
protection concept developed in the 
1960s. Segmentation and capabili-
ties3 are two alternative approaches 
that support variable-size memory 
units, from a single byte to the whole 
address space. Both approaches can 
coexist with paging, and, for a while, 
some processors supported segmen-
tation, while other systems sup-
ported capabilities.

Capabilities are particularly rel-
evant to this discussion: they are 
unforgeable tokens of authority used 
to protect memory at a fine granulari-
ty, down to a single-byte location. For 
a full implementation, they require 
processor instruction set architecture 
(ISA) support to keep extra information 
(hidden to application programming) 
associated with memory addresses 
(i.e., pointers) stored in registers and 
memory. A capability-enhanced CPU 
can check this information upon every 
individual memory access to ensure 
that the access is allowed. The check 
can be extended to manipulate the ca-
pabilities themselves, such as secure-
ly storing (and retrieving) them to 
memory, while preventing access from 
unauthorized code. ISA-supported ca-
pabilities can be passed in user space 
without performance costs, but they 
require invasive hardware changes to 
the memory hierarchy, the microarchi-
tecture (e.g., extending the register file 
and caches to store the metadata), and 
the ISA itself. The software stack also 
needs to change to maintain and uti-
lize capabilities effectively when describ-
ing data and code structures.
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CHERI CAPABILITIES
Capability Hardware Enhanced RISC 
Instructions (CHERI) (www.cheri-cpu 
.org) is an example of an ISA-supported 
capability implemented as extended, 
or safe, pointers4 compatible with 
off-the-shelf software. Simple pointers 
are references to memory locations, 
and they contain (virtual) addresses. 
Capabilities are extended pointers that 
contain base, offset, length, and protec-
tion bits (Figure 1). Length defines the 
address range that the capability can 
access, counting from the base address. 
Offset represents the individual mem-
ory access target (the virtual address to 
access memory through the capability 
is base plus offset). The protection bits 
grant read, write, and execute permis-
sions. A process owning a capability can 
derive other capabilities with reduced 
rights, in terms of space or access. This 
allows a process to subdivide a capabil-
ity to provide access to only a subset of 
the initial address range, or to remove 
rights, such as execute or write (main-
taining the monotonicity of capability 
derivation). The software tool chain 
(compiler and linker) and programmers 
can selectively manage access to mem-
ory regions by passing to other pro-
grams capabilities that refer to a region 
subset or limited access rights. For 
example, a memory manager can hand 
out access to parts of the memory buffer 
to clients, or a server can provide write 

access to only a single writer, while 
allowing other clients only read access.

Supporting capabilities requires 
changing the ISA and microarchitec-
ture. CHERI extends capability reg-
isters to access memory and adds the 
supporting enforcement logic. Enforce-
ment compares the contents of capabil-
ity registers with the attempted access 
after the capability has been manipu-
lated through typical pointer arithme-
tic operations. Capabilities are enforced 
on data access to support passive data 
checks and instruction execution (e.g., 
procedure call/return, jumps) for active 
objects and compartmentalization. 
CHERI also adds privileged instructions 
to store/load to/from memory using 
capabilities. To prevent processes from 
forging capabilities stored in memory, 
a tag bit is maintained for each capa-
bility in memory, which is propagated 
through caches and the TLB into 
the capability registers. Any attempt 
to modify a memory location contain-
ing capabilities by unauthorized code 
clears the capability bit and effectively 
invalidates the capability, prevent-
ing it from accessing data. The tag 
enforces noncorruption and ensures 
valid provenance.

CHERI capabilities double the size 
of pointers from 64 to 128 bits (plus one 
tag bit). Using capabilities on a single 
node requires small changes to soft-
ware and limited changes to the OS. 

Most changes can be hidden in librar-
ies or directly implemented by the 
compiler and tool chain.

CAPABILITY ENFORCEMENT 
ACCELERATORS
CPUs and ISAs are evolving slowly. 
It takes several years for a new ISA 
feature to be implemented and even 
longer to reach the market, be sup-
ported by an industry-standard OS, 
and, finally, be adopted by application 
developers. ISA-supported capabil-
ities are no exception. Moving some 
of the ISA support into a separate sys-
tem (outside the CPU) could lower the 
adoption barrier.

Furthermore, ISA-supported capa-
bilities exist within a single virtual 
address space. Sharing across address 
spaces (or persistent memory) requires 
additional OS support and incurs per-
formance costs in crossing OS bound-
aries. This eliminates the perfor-
mance advantage of ISA-supported 
capabilities in the user space when 
dealing with multiple processes or OSs 
at the rack scale.

The alternative to CPU-supported 
capabilities is a dedicated external 
component. In this case, we propose a 
memory-side capability-enforcement 
processor (CEP), a hardware controller 
(also called an accelerator) interposed 
on the load/store path between the 
CPU and the memory. The CEP acts as 

FIGURE 1. The format of CHERI capabilities compared with a simple pointer and (micro)architecture changes. IF: instruction fetch; ID: 
instruction decode; EX: execute; MEM: memory access; ALU: arithmetic logic unit.
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a secure memory controller, taking the 
responsibility of guarding the access 
to the memory it controls through a 
capability system. The CPU can use it 
by issuing specific CEP instructions to 
access memory or to manipulate the 
CEP-stored capabilities. In its straight-
forward implementation, the CEP can 
be used to replace the ISA support for 
capabilities, with minimal changes to 
the rest of the system. However, some 
functionality, such as compartmental-
ization, may require the CEP to rely on 
OS support. The CEP also provides sup-
port for capabilities not covered by the 
ISA capability model, such as memory 
sharing (intra- and internode) and per-
sistent memory.

Figure 2(a) shows how ISA-supported 
capabilities enable secure access within 
individual virtual address space. Appli-
cations can share memory, but capabili-
ties cannot be stored in shared memory, 
nor can they be securely used to access 

shared memory. An ISA-based system 
cannot enforce capabilities across dif-
ferent virtual address spaces or differ-
ent OS instances. The CEP overcomes 
these limitations, because it operates 
memory-side on the physical addresses, 
rather than virtual addresses, and 
introduces handles in the user space 
[Figure 2(b)]. The CEP tracks the han-
dles and checks them when data are 
accessed so that only allowed processes 
can proceed. The CEP [Figure 2(c)] can 
also supplement ISA capability enforce-
ment across virtual address spaces.

RACK-SCALE SYSTEMS  
AND CAPABILITIES
Enhancements in optical intercon-
nects, memory semantics protocols, 
and the emergence of fabric-attached 
nonvolatile memory (NVM) are mak-
ing rack-scale memory a reality. This 
enables the individual nodes in a rack-
scale system to access all memory 

through a familiar load/store interface, 
with performance comparable to that of 
local memory access. The abundance of 
globally addressable memory enables 
new in-memory algorithms and non-
partitioned data structures that are 
impractical on traditional clusters due 
to performance, power, and cost lim-
itations. Unfortunately, it also further 
widens the chasm between protection 
and translation, making the case for 
capabilities even stronger.

The concept of capabilities needs to 
evolve to support memory in rack-scale 
systems with many nodes running 
independent OSs. When rack-scale 
systems also include shared NVM, as 
some emerging paradigms combining 
memory and storage advocate, capabil-
ities need to evolve accordingly.

Rack-scale systems consist of mul-
tiple nodes, each running its own OS 
instance in support of the scale-out 
model. They also have a stronger trust 

FIGURE 2. The CEP. (a) ISA capabilities allow fine-grained protection within a single virtual address space. (b) Transition: the CEP fine-
grained protection uses handles across the physical address space. (c) Vision: the CEP supplements the ISA in fine-grained protection 
across VAS/PAS and NVM. DRAM: dynamic random-access memory; NVRAM: nonvolatile random-access memory; VAS: virtual address 
space; PAS: physical address space; MMU: memory management unit; CEP: capability enforcement processor. 
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model—if a single OS is compromised, 
the node boundaries prevent propa-
gation to other nodes. In a distributed 
multi-OS environment, revocation of 
capabilities becomes a complex task 
because we can no longer rely on a 
single OS (and single execution hard-
ware) to have full control of a capabil-
ity. Managing distributed capabilities 
requires the careful interaction of 
hardware support, OSs, and the appli-
cation runtime.

An interesting programming para-
digm of rack-scale systems organizes 
applications into microservices and 
containers. They benefit from fine-
grained protection because they can 
be packaged much more densely than 
what a given page size allows. In addi-
tion, they benefit from both code and 
data protection by selectively allow-
ing which components can be invoked 
from other components. Delegation 
in the case of microservices is a very 
powerful programming approach to 

selectively enable access to individual 
components of the data structure at 
fine granularity.

In this environment, threats can 
come from a compromised or buggy 
OS, application, or any other piece of 
system software. The major concern is 
with unauthorized writing to the mem-
ory. When memory is persistent and 
not cleared after reboot, the threats/
bugs are exacerbated because contents 
may persist beyond the lifetime of the 
OS. To address these threats, we lever-
age different security models. ISA sup-
port deals with the individual virtual 
address space; OS capabilities enforce a 
node-level trust model; and at the rack-
wide scale, we leverage the TOR man-
ager, secure enclaves, and the network-
ing components that enable access to 
the FAM.

The CEP model naturally expands 
to cross-node capabilities in rack-scale 
systems. Because the CEP resides close 
to memory, it is effective in enforcing 

policies and management of the data 
access from multiple nodes, following 
the self-protecting memory principle. 
Although the performance implica-
tions of checking accesses for very fast 
(node-local) memory would be severe, 
they become tolerable for slower devices 
(NVM byte-addressable technologies) 
or when the accesses traverse a multi-
hop fabric (FAM at the rack scale).

Another way to look at this is from 
the perspective of address spaces. 
ISA-supported capabilities take a 
virtual-address-space view [Figure 3(a), 
left], and an OS takes the node view 
[Figure 3(a), right]; the rack-wide view 
addresses the rack scale because any 
part of the NVM could be mapped into a 
single node. Because of the size of FAM 
and the distance from each CPU, we can 
offload some of the capability enforce-
ment from the CPU into accelerators 
closer to FAM [Figure 3(a), center].

Figure 3(b) presents a sample rack-
scale configuration that uses FAM 
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pooled and accessible by all nodes, 
as some approaches advocate. Simi-
lar considerations apply if rack-scale 
memory is distributed and accessi-
ble by more traditional mechanisms, 
such as RDMA remote direct memory 
access or NVM express over fabrics. 
Adapting capabilities to the rack-scale 
environment is critical to reliable soft-
ware development in that environ-
ment, but it also requires extending  
our notion of the model and imple-
mentation of the underlying capabilities. 
There is always a lowest layer of the 
system software (kernel, supervisor, 
hypervisor, whatever runs on the TOR 
control processor, and so on) that mul-
tiplexes the machine, and this is where 
the software that controls the lowest 
level of capabilities lives, the rack-
wide capability management system. 
Anything else (virtual machine, con-
tainers, bare-metal OSs on a secure 
partition of the hardware) are above 
this layer.

Compared with single address-
space capabilities (such as CHERI), 
which live and die with the creation 
and termination of a process, capa-
bilities in a rack-scale system are long 
lived. They can outlive not only the 
process that created them or was using 
them but also an OS reboot or even 
reinstall. Capabilities can be stored in 
the memory of other nodes or in glob-
ally shared NVM that is saved across 
OS reboots. There is a temporal aspect 
of capability persistence that does not 
exist with ephemeral capabilities (local 
capabilities that live in local memory 
and a single process). In addition, when 
a capability is stored in persistent data, 
the capability itself has to be persistent 
for the system to be consistent. Because 
the notion of persistence is always tied 
to a certain class of failures, capabili-
ties can be considered persistent when 

they are stored in nonvolatile device or 
anywhere outside the failure domain of 
the process that created them. Capabil-
ities derived from a persistent capabil-
ity can be ephemeral [e.g., they live in 
memory that disappears with the pro-
cess, like local dynamic random-ac-
cess memory (DRAM)], but the master 
capability needs to be persistent. The 
opposite is not true: persistent capa-
bilities cannot point to process-local 

(volatile) memory; only ephemeral 
capabilities can.

Local pointer bugs may corrupt 
local data within a process, but the 
corruption is limited to the process 
lifespan. With NVM, pointer bugs may 
persist in memory indefinitely, lead-
ing to corruption, regardless of pro-
gram restart or system reboot, mak-
ing fine-grained pointer and memory 
protection essential to the success of 
NVM-based systems for nonmanaged 
languages (and for the runtimes of 
managed languages, frequently imple-
mented in C/C++).

Unlike local capabilities, rack-scale 
capabilities can be named and accessed 
globally from any node, not just from 
the node where they were created. To 
accomplish this, we record the creation 
source node in the capability, so that 
accessing memory can be appropri-
ately directed. Similarly to persistence, 
a capability pointing to global data has 

to be global [Figure 3(b)]. When global 
capabilities are passed to other nodes, 
revocation complications arise.

Rack-scale systems typically in -
volve additional levels of memory 
translation beyond the processor’s 
memory management unit. In addi-
tion to virtual (unique to a process) and 
physical (unique to a node) addresses,  
memory locations have a unique fab-
ric address. These can be made of node 

identifier and local addresses (for leg-
acy networks) or built in the protocol 
itself (for new interconnects, such as 
Gen-Z). Regardless of the mechanism, 
fabric addresses are larger than indi-
vidual node addresses, and, ideally, 
one would like to have a direct trans-
lation from 64-b virtual addresses to 
unique fabric addresses. However, 
when using ISA load/store instruc-
tions, the smaller physical address 
(lower than 52 bits today) gets in the 
way, causing a disconnect between 
the CPU and memory, resulting in 
the need for memory-side translation 
support (which makes a CEP approach 
even more appealing).

Pursuing this kind of work requires 
the intersection of many areas of com-
puter science. We six coauthors come 
from diverse and complementary back-
grounds: microarchitecture, architecture, 
distributed systems, system software, and 
security. This makes us ideal collaborators 

CAPABILITIES CAN BE STORED IN THE 
MEMORY OF OTHER NODES OR IN 

GLOBALLY SHARED NVM THAT IS SAVED 
ACROSS OS REBOOTS.
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and ensures that all of the aspects of the 
design are discussed and covered.

CAPABILITY REVOCATION
Being unforgeable, capabilities can be 
passed around to access resources (i.e., 
memory). In a rack-scale system, the 
other processes can be microservices 
that execute on other nodes through 

a distributed application program-
ming interface. This creates an inter-
esting complication: once the owner 
releases a resource, all of the capabili-
ties representing that resource need to 
be revoked. Otherwise, a subsequent 
access will result in an error that would 
be difficult to debug and would require 
complicated client-side error handling 

schemes. It would be as if someone 
decided to change the lock to a shared 
closet, without telling everyone with a 
key that the key no longer works.

One-sided revocation is nontrivial in 
rack-scale systems because capabilities 
can be dispersed, and it may take time, 
and a complicated distributed algo-
rithm, to reach revocation closure. For 
nonarchitectural capabilities, the OS  
maintains data structures that track 
trees of derived capabilities, which are 
then parsed to revoke all derived capa-
bilities. Even in a single system, revo-
cation represents a complex activity 
that can cause performance penalties 
and is nontrivial to implement effi-
ciently. In CHERI, the locations of capa-
bilities can be tracked with assistance 
from the paging mechanism, but this 
requires sweeping through the mem-
ory with suitable atomicity properties. 
In a rack-scale system, with distributed 
state, revocation is extremely complex 
and must avoid the need for global 
operations to ensure adequate scalabil-
ity and reliability.

An alternative is lazy revoca-
tion, which can be accomplished by 
extending derived capabilities with 
copies of a master capability repre-
senting the same memory. On revo-
cation, the master capability and the 
memory it represents are both freed. 
On each access to memory using other 
copies of revoked capability, a verifi-
cation is first performed to determine 
whether the master capability is valid, 
followed by verification of the access 
right to memory. These two verifica-
tions can be conducted in parallel 
a nd be hardware accelerated [Fig-
ure 4(a)]. Another approach is to asso-
ciate blocks of memory and threads 
accessing memory with matching 
keys. Upon each memory access, keys 
are matched using hardware.5 If there 

FIGURE 4. Approaches to revocation. (a) Redirection. (b) Key-based revocation. 
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is a match, access is allowed, and if not, 
an exception is raised [Figure 4(b)] and 
communicated back to the applica-
tion. The application can rerequest the 
capabilities and reissue the access (if 
it still has permissions to the memory 
region), or it can signal a protection 
violation to the end user.

Implicit in lazy revocation are two 
important points: software needs to 
react to traps caused by overrevoca-
tion and reacquire underlying capa-
bilities with new keys, and a gen-
uine protection fault is likely to be 
caused by a bug or a malicious exploit 
attempt. A well-behaved application 
should not try to access memory after 
a revocation, so the protection mech-
anism is a backstop and hopefully is 
rarely invoked.

IMPLEMENTATION ASPECTS
Historically, the primary challenge 
in scaling capability-based systems 

was revocation. Deriving capabilities 
results in chains that need to be torn 
during revocation. This is costly in sin-
gle-node systems and unacceptable at 
the rack scale. The lazy approach we 
introduced addresses this challenge. 
Capabilities are invalidated, and verifi-
cation is conducted every time capabili-
ties are used. Memory-side accelerators 
allow verification at memory access 
speed. The performance of the CEP 
is affected by the number of capabili-
ties, which can be cached by the CEP if 
needed. Capability-based fine-grained 
memory protection fits well with pol-
icies for elastic scaling of memory 
regions, enabled by splitting and merg-
ing of capabilities and corresponding 
memory regions.

To extend trust among the nodes, 
we need to rely on a secure and scal-
able memory fabric that supports 
managing capabilities. New intercon-
nect standards, such as Gen-Z (https://

genzconsortium.org/), extend mem-
ory semantics across nodes within a 
rack and also provide basic support for 
copying capabilities around through 
privileged operations.

OTHER APPROACHES  
TO CAPABILITIES
There is a rich history of capabilities, 
which can be classified as hardware, 
OS, and language supported (see Table 1). 
Only hardware-supported fine gran-
ularity and persistency, for example, 
CAP, StarOS and IBM System/38 (see 
Levy3 for details). OS-supported, but 
not rack-scale, systems targeted clus-
ters (e.g., L4,6 KeyKOS,7 Barrelfish8). 
Language-supported approaches are 
more flexible but have lower perfor-
mance. They rely on objects within a 
single process, for example, low-fat 
pointers,9 SoftBound,10 and CCured.11 
Recently, vendors, such as Intel, intro-
duced limited support for fine-grained 

TABLE 1. Different approaches to capabilities.

Approach

Features

Example systems Distribution Persistency Revocation, GC Granularity HW/SW support

HW
ISA support

CAP, Plessey System 
250, StarOS, IBM/38, 
iAPX432, Hardbound, 
low-fat pointers HW, 
CODOMs, M-Machine, 
and CHERI

Single process 
except Plessey 
System 250, 
StarOS, and 
iAPX, which are 
multinode

No support 
in StarOS, 
Hardbound, low-
fat pointers HW, 
CODOMS, and 
CHERI

Revocation in 
IBM/38, CODOMS, 
M-Machine
GC in StarOS, and 
M-Machine 

Fine HW/SW, ISA,  
OS, microcode,  
and compiler

OS Mach, Chorus, 
Amoeba, KeyKOS, 
EROS, L4, Barrelfish, 
and Composite

Multinode clusters 
except for KeyKOS 
(multiprocess) and 
EROS, and  
L4 (1 node) 

Capability to pager 
(Mach, Chorus, L4), 
FS (Amoeba), and 
VAS (KeyKOS) 

Revocation: yes, 
except Amoeba 
and KeyKOS
GC: no, except L4 and 
Composite (ref cnt)

Page, objects, and 
exceptionally fine

OS support  
and MMU

Languages 
and fat 
pointers

E, Joe-E, Caja, 
SoftBound, CCured, 
low-fat pointers SW, 
and Cyclone

Single process No No revocation
GC optional

Objects Language 
runtime and 
compiler

HW: hardware; ref: reference; SW: software; cnt: count; FS: file system; GC: garbage collection. 
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APPLICATIONS AND USE CASES

T he Machine Research Program at Hewlett 
Packard Labs proposes a so-called memo-

ry-driven computing approach spanning from 
embedded through exascale computing.  Hewlett 
Packard Enterprise recently demonstrated a rack-
scale prototype of 160 TiB of memory attached 
to an optically connected memory semantics fab-
ric. This prototype crosses an interesting thresh-
old, offering significantly more memory than is 
addressable either by the physical addressing 
of industry standard architectures or the virtual 
addressing of OS kernels. Although this was 
designed as a testbed for hardware, firmware, and 
OS investigations, the prototype has also afforded 
the opportunity to explore applications of rack-
scale systems and how capabilities can enhance 
those applications. Two are briefly described here. 

PETA-SCALE TIME-VARYING GRAPH 
DATA STORES WITH MULTIPLE AC-
CESS ROLES
A huge variety of problems arising from the study 
of complex economic, ecologic, and biologic 
systems are most naturally represented as 
graphs. The efficient algorithms of graph theory 
can find hidden correlations and allow us to make 
inferences from incomplete data as long as we 
can efficiently manipulate both the graph and its 
associated metadata. This is where conventional 
scale-out systems are challenged, since the data 
distribution, caching, and prefetching algorithms 
can be rendered ineffective by the random nature 
of the underlying relationships. Even if care is 
taken to optimally partition a graph for a given 
access pattern, as the graph varies with time, 
the partitioning rapidly becomes inefficient. If 
the access pattern is random, the vast majority 
of the accesses are remote, thus preventing any 

effective use of locality. The memory-driven 
organization of the machine rack-scale infra-
structure allows us to hold graph and meta-
data in a single shared memory pool, allowing 
distributed applications to access them at a fine, 
byte-level granularity. The use of graph theory 
across a longitudinal data set naturally invites 
multiple access roles: analysis versus evolution 
of the graph either with or without the metadata. 
Capabilities enable enforcement of roles, which 
can survive and be revoked independent of the 
execution lifecycle of any particular process or the 
underlying OS.

HARDWARE/APPLICATION COMPO-
SITION WITH ACCESS TO DISAGGRE-
GATED PERSISTENT OBJECTS
There is an interesting intersection between 
capabilities and the emerging category of com-
posable hardware, which today involves com-
position of storage and networking with fixed, 
relatively stateless CPU and memory resources. 
Container-based application development and 
rack-scale infrastructure allow for the low-level 
commissioning of just the right hardware, inclu-
sive of accelerators and memory, for a particular 
container. Add in persistent objects in disaggre-
gated memory, inclusive of data, applications, 
libraries, and you can gain the ability to remove a 
majority of spin-up/spin-down time and replace 
virtualized input–output operations with much 
higher-performance-shared memory opera-
tions. Capabilities allow all of those fabric- 
attached memory accesses, both sequential and 
simultaneous, to be authenticated and protected 
against errors while still allowing immediate 
access to in-memory objects as soon as fabric 
connectivity is established.
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memory protection, such as MPX. For 
additional discussion on use cases, see 
“Applications and Use Cases.” 

We motivated the need for  
rack-scale capabilities as 
a consequence of increas-

ing memory capacity paired with fine-
grained (load/store) access to FAM. We 
described how rack-scale capabilities 
are evolving from traditional ISA- and 
OS-supported capabilities. We dis-
cussed the CEP as an alternative (or 
supplement) to ISA support. Finally, we 
described capability revocation as a key 
challenge and presented two solutions 
for hardware support for revocation.

Many challenges remain for a future 
work on rack-scale capabilities. ISA 

support is not extensible to the rack 
scale. Memory mapped from the FAM 
on one node may end up at different vir-
tual addresses on other nodes. Self-ref-
erenceable structures or sophisticated 
ways of translating from virtual to phys-
ical to rack-scale address spaces become 
necessary. ISA support for capabilities 
is a long-term evolution, requiring more 
than five years to adoption. Providing 
similar functionality closer to FAM offers 
a faster pace of evolution and a more 
scalable and reliable solution. In addi-
tion to hardware, changes to the system 
software are required to support legacy 
applications. New classes of applications 
will evolve to fully utilize the benefits of 
memory-driven computing: load/store 
semantics and latency in accessing rack-
scale fabric-attached NVM.12 

We see many opportunities for 
deeper integration of hardware archi-
tecture, OSs, and programming mod-
els. The key technical question is how 
to balance the support across these 
three levels to achieve the desired per-
formance, security, and flexibility.  
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Electromagnetic waves are composed of mutu-
ally orthogonal electric and magnetic fields. Typ-
ical RF-based communication involves the prop-
agation of such waves, as governed by Maxwell’s 

equations. In free space, RF signal strength falls off at 1 / r2 with 
distance r, although in cluttered environments, the fall-off is 
often somewhat faster. In contrast, near-field magnetic induc-
tion (NFMI) transmits data through a modulated alternating 
magnetic field that induces a current in a receiver coil. The 
transmitter generates this magnetic field by modulating an 
alternating current in its own transmit coil. At first glance, 
this coupling has entirely different physics than that of prop-
agating electromagnetic waves. The induction is a near field 

(NF) phenomenon that applies to distances 
of less than λ π/ 2 ,  where λ  is the wave-
length of the transmit-side current.

NFMI communication is based on 
the principle of resonant inductive cou-
pling (RIC), which involves two matched 
coils, each forming an LC circuit with  
the same resonance frequency. RIC is 
commonly used in wireless power trans-
fer and has numerous applications. For 
example, smartphone charging pads and 
the charging of moving electric cars’ bat-

teries operate on the same principle. NFMI communication 
modulates the magnetic field and forms the basis of near-field 
communications (NFCs) among NFMI devices. Because the 
electric field plays no role in this communication, the signal 
is almost purely magnetic and thus does not suffer from 
the usual fading and diffraction associated with electromag-
netic waves.

Consider a pair of transmit-and-receive magnetic coils, 
with Kt  and Kr turns and radii of ρt and ρ ,r  respectively, 
separated by distance r. Suppose that the coils are immersed 
in a medium that features a relative permeability of μ (note:  
μ = 1 for air). Suppose that the receiver coil is oriented or-
thogonal to the line passing through the centers of the 
two coils. Then, if the transmit coil has current It flowing 
through it, the induced current in the receiver coil, that is, 
I ,r  is given by

NFMI: Connectivity 
for Short-Range  
IoT Applications
Amitangshu Pal and Krishna Kant, Temple University

Magnetic-induction-based near-

field communication is an emerging 

technology that is used for short-range, 

Internet-of-Things applications requiring high 

security, human safety, and low power;  

it operates in harsh environments, withstanding 

the presence of water, soil, and metals.
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where fres is the operating (resonance) 
frequency. We can draw several con-
clusions from this.

1. Since the power is propor-
tional to I ,r

2  the induced power 
decays as 1 / r6 with distance r. 
This makes the technology 
inherently short range and, 
therefore, suitable for small 
personal area networks (PANs). 
Fortunately, the very rapid 
decay means that it is not 
possible to snoop on the signal 
beyond a certain range.

2. The current is directly pro-
portional to the product of 
transmit-and-receive coil areas 
ρ ρ×( )t r

2 2  and the number of turns 
for each of them ×K K( ).t r  In 
other words, to transfer higher 
power, one must choose larg-
er-sized coils and more turns. 
This provides a very flexible con-
trol on power for NFMI; however, 
it may also limit miniaturization 
when the size is crucial. 

3. Because the induced current is 
proportional to the frequency 

f ,res  the induced power is 
proportional to f .res

2  This means 
a higher power transfer can 
be achieved by increasing 
the frequency, but at the cost 
of decreasing the maximum 
range of πc f/ (2 ),res  where c is 
the speed of light.

4. If the receive coil is not aligned 
as indicated, the induced cur-
rent will be less, but this aspect 
is omitted for simplicity.

Recognizing the potential of NFMI 
communications, IEEE finalized the 
1902.1 standard in 2009, which specifies 
an NF magnetic communication pro-
tocol called RuBee.9 RuBee operates 
in the lower frequency range of 30–
900 KHz, and its purpose is to support 
low data-rate applications with coin-size 
batteries that last 5–10 years. Visible As-
sets, Inc. has introduced RuBee tags that 
operate at below 450 kHz (it typically 
operates at 131 kHz), which is compatible 
with low-frequency RFID. At 131 KHz, 
NF conditions occur for up to approxi-
mately 364 m, which is very long; how-
ever, because of low power and small 
coil antennas, the actual range is only a 
few tens of meters.

In a higher NFMI frequency range, 
13.56 MHz is very popular because it is 

the same frequency used by high-fre-
quency RFID1 and is employed for personal 
products, such as audio headphones 
from NXP6 and Freelinc.7 At this fre-
quency, the NFMI range is only 3.5 m, 
which is adequate for body area network 
(BAN) applications but not for more gen-
eral home automation. The higher fre-
quency helps in terms of higher power 
transfer with tiny antennas.

LOW-POWER BLUETOOTH 
AND RELATED 
TECHNOLOGIES
Bluetooth (BT) is an RF-based wireless 
technology standard for exchanging 
data over short distances (typically  
10 m for class 2 devices) using ultra-
high frequency (UHF) radio waves in 
the 2.4-GHz Industry, Science, Med-
icine (ISM) band. It is mainly used for 
communicating among a few devices 
in PANs. Bluetooth Low Energy (BTLE) 
is a slightly modified version of BT that 
features short connection times and 
devices that largely remain in sleep 
mode, which is of primary interest 
here. Zigbee is another similar technol-
ogy designed to be at lower power and 
lower speed than BTLE and operates at 
lower frequencies. RF-based NFC is an-
other relevant technology although it's 
designed for operation over very short 
distances. Table 1 shows a comparison 
of the three technologies.

These technologies are well es-
tablished and work extremely well in 
open, uncluttered environments but 
do not work well in the presence of 
aqueous or plant/animal tissue media, 
which cause high signal absorption; 
or metallic clutter that causes dif-
fraction or shielding of the signals; or 
underground/underwater operation 
that results in an extremely complex 
communications channel. Reducing 
absorption by choosing lower frequen-
cies helps in attenuation; however, 
bigger antennas are required, which 
introduces the problem of undesirable 
size and potentially severe interfer-
ence with nearby radios. For this rea-
son, BTLE devices cannot be deeply 
implanted in the human body.

FROM THE EDITOR

The Internet of Things (IoT) extends traditional computing by making use of 
the spatial arrangement of computing nodes to achieve many of its goals. 
Whether this is a heating, ventilation, or air-conditioning system in a home 
or nodes in an automated factory line, spatial- and proximity-based data ex-
change is a key tool that enables the desired operation. In this article, the au-
thors discuss using NFMI to support short-range IoT communication.
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BTLE devices coexist with other 
products that use different protocols, 
such as Wi-Fi or Zigbee, but operate in 
the ISM 2.4-GHz band and thus may 
experience high interference. Addi-
tionally, RF radios consume more power 
because of the high sleep-mode power 
consumption. Because of the charac-
teristics of far-field (FF) transmissions, 
the BTLE signals can be intercepted and 
decrypted by a remote eavesdropper. 
For this reason, the NSA has restricted 
its use in the U.S. Armed Forces.2 Fur-
thermore, in the context of BANs, the 
use of BTLE has already raised serious 
concerns. BTLE-equipped implantable 
defibrillators, insulin pumps, and infu-
sion pumps have all been hacked.3

OPPORTUNITIES FOR NFMI
The key benefit of NFMI is its better pen-
etration performance (i.e., lower absorp-
tion) than RF through materials that are 
challenging for RF, such as underwater 
environments and communications 
through water-rich media such as the 
human body, fresh produce, meats, and 
so on. The reason for this is that water and 
most other water-rich materials have 
magnetic permeability similar to that 
of air. In other words, the relative magnetic 
permeability of most such materials is 1.0, 
which also includes austenitic stainless 
steel.12 This is demonstrated by tests con-
ducted by the U.S. Department of Energy 
in which one NFMI radio is kept inside 
a sealed stainless steel drum and one re-
mains outside.3 Furthermore, a sheet 
of mild steel or other form of iron placed 
in close proximity to an NFMI radio es-
sentially acts like a mirror and strength-
ens the signal.4 Because magnetic signals 
are not affected by an aqueous or tissue 
medium, NFMI works well for commu-
nication with deeply implanted medical 
devices. NFMI communication protocols, 
including RuBee, have been certified by 
the U.S. Food and Drug Administration as 
a nonsignificant risk technology suitable 
for human use.1,2 

Because NFMI operates in a low-fre-
quency band, it significantly reduces 
RF absorption by biological tissues. 
The amount of RF absorption in the 

human body is often measured by the 
specific absorption rate (SAR), which is 
the power absorbed per mass of tissue, 
measured in units of watts per kilo-
gram (W/kg). In the United States, the 
U.S. Federal Communications Com-
mission requires mobile phones to 
have a SAR limit of at or below 1.6 W/
kg. Similarly, the European Union has 
made the SAR limit 2 W/kg. The emis-
sions from NFMI are far less than this 
specified limit. RuBee produces 40 nW 
of RF power compared to 4 W for UHF 
RFID systems, i.e., RuBee produces 
roughly 1-quadrillion (15 zeros) less RF 
power than UHF RFID.8  

The power consumption of NFMI is 
generally lower than that of BTLE. As 
reported in Abrams,1 the current NFMI 
battery-powered earpieces can oper-
ate for roughly 20 hours, as opposed 
to 3–4 hours in the case of BTLE. Aura 
Communications, Inc. has developed a 
system-on-chip magnetic communi-
cation system named LibertyLink, which 
draws 7 mA at 2.2 V to transmit full-du-
plex voice or data across a 1-m link, 
whereas typical RF solutions require at 
least 10 times that amount of power.11 

The received power of the NFMI 
signal falls off as r1 / 6  of the dis-
tance r, or 60 dB/decade between 

coils (instead of r1 / 2 or 20 dB/de-
cade for NFC RF). Figure  1 shows the 
propagation characteristics of NFMI (at 
13.56 MHz) and BTLE (at 2.4 GHz) sig-
nals, which indicates the dual slope of 
NFMI communication and represents 
a simultaneous decay of the magnetic 
and electric waves. At 13.56 MHz, 
the NFMI signal has a wavelength of 
λ= 22.1 m; thus the crossover point 
between NF and FF occurs at approx-
imately λ π( / 2 ) 3.5 m. Beyond this 
point, it rolls off at 20 dB/decade (just 
like the FF propagation character-
istics), as observed in Figure  1. With 
NFMI, the signal crosses the noise floor 
at approximately 3 m, as opposed to  
20 km with BTLE. In the case of NFMI, 
this results in very little leakage outside 
of the intended range. The communi-
cation is invisible outside this range 
and thus adds a high level of security. 
Additionally, NFMI communication 
does not cause interference with other 
wireless networks such as Wi-Fi and 
BTLE. Because of its short range, the 
same frequency can be reused for other 
NFMI communications. Thus, in an 
overcrowded area, using an NFMI-based 
PAN is more efficient than using BTLE.

Given that NFMI transmission through 
the body is safe and no different than 

TABLE 1. A comparison of NFC, Zigbee,  
and BTLE.

Aspect NFC Zigbee BTLE

Standardization 
body

International Organization for 
Standardization (ISO)/International 
Electrotechnical Commission

Zigbee Alliance Bluetooth 
Special 
Interest Group

Network standard ISO 13157, and so on IEEE 802.15.4 IEEE 802.15.1

Network type Point-to-point WPAN WPAN

Cryptography Not with RFID Available Available

Range <0.2 m 10–20 m 50 m

Frequency 13.56 MHz 2,400/915/868 MHz 2.4–2.5 GHz

Bit rate 106/212/424 Kb/s 110 Kb/s 1 Mb/s

Setup time <0.1 s <6 s <0.006 s

Peak current draw11 50 mA 30 mA 13 mA

WPAN: wireless personal area network.
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transmission through the air, the technol-
ogy provides the tantalizing possibility of 
secure, through-the-body-communica-
tions. In other words, if all of the devices 
worn by a person are shielded to remove 
any through-the-air communication, all 
communications will be through the body 
and thus free from any interference or tam-
pering. To enable these devices to commu-
nicate with another external device, the per-
son would have to touch the device (with 
mutual authentication procedures used to 
prevent unwanted communication). One 
such scenario is that of a patient securely 
transferring medical data to a health-care 
worker via a physical touch, such as shaking 
hands. This applies to a wide range of bodily 
data collection and transfer, e.g., from rou-
tine data given to a trainer to data given to a 
doctor during a hospital round.

HURDLES OF NFMI
The magnetic field induced by an NFMI 
coil is necessarily orthogonal to the 
coil, and the field strength falls off as 
the cosine of the angle in other direc-
tions. This means that, to generate an 
omnidirectional signal, one would need 
three orthogonal coils, placed either 
concentrically or in close proximity to 
each other. The third dimension can be 
challenging in many applications where 
a thin, surface-mounted device is highly 
desirable (e.g., a wearable device such as 
a wristwatch or heart-rate monitor).

Another issue with magnetic com-
munication is its small transmission 
range (a few meters) and much lower data 
rates than RF (400 Kb/s at 13.56 MHz, as 
opposed to a few megabits per second). 
The latter can be addressed to some 
extent by using multiple-input, multi-
ple-output techniques, which essentially 
amount to using multiple coils operating 
on different channels. Increasing the 
range requires overcoming two limita-
tions: 1) the need to keep the range below 
λ π/ 2  to maintain NFC communication 
and 2) fast decay of the induced signal 
from a distance.

The problem of a low transmis-
sion range can be addressed by simply 
choosing a low-operating frequency, for 
example, lowering the frequency from 
13 to 1.3 MHz increases the range from 
3.5 to 35 m, which is adequate for most 
applications. However, this frequency 
reduction would also decrease the in-
duced current by a factor of 10, and to 
compensate for this decrease, we would 
need to increase the coil diameter, and/
or the number of turns. This may be 
reasonable for many large form-factor 
IoT devices but may be problematic for 
small embedded devices.

A team from the National Insti-
tute of Standards and Technology has 
proposed ver y low-frequency (VLF) 
magnet ic communication using an 
ultrasensitive magnetic receiver based 

on emerging quantum magnetometer 
technology.5 This work suggests that 
“The best magnetic field sensitivity is 
obtained using quantum sensors.” This 
technology will improve the receiver’s 
ability to pick up VLF signals far beyond 
the range of conventional RF receivers. 
As a result, the team demonstrated 
sending a digitally encoded dc mag-
netic signal in the sub-kHz frequency 
band and detecting this faint signal at 
one pico-tesla magnetic field strength 
(i.e., one-millionth of Earth’s magnetic 
field strength) across a distance of tens 
of meters in a magnetically noisy indoor 
environment. This is achieved by using 
an “optically pumped,” highly sensitive 
magnetometer that relies on the quan-
tum properties of rubidium atoms. The 
novel magnetometer uses polarized 
light as a detector to measure the “spin” 
of the rubidium atoms induced by the 
magnetic fields. The team also believes 
that its range can be further improved 
to hundreds of meters in a less noisy en-
vironment using improved sensor tech-
nology and signal modulation schemes.

NFMI technology provides some 
unique advantages that can be 
exploited in several emerging 

IoT applications where many small IoT 
devices must operate in close prox-
imity in a rather harsh environment. 
However, NFMI technology is still not 
as well explored as RF, and we expect 
many challenges with using the tech-
nology reliably and integrating it with 
other wireless technologies. We hope 
that this article will inspire greater 
interest i n exa m i n i ng a nd apply-
ing this technology to a wider set of 
emerging IoT applications. 
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Distributed ledger technology (DLT) offers 

new and unique advantages for information 

systems, but some of its features are not a 

good fit for many applications. We review the 

properties of DLT and show how two recently 

developed ideas can be used to retain its 

advantages while simplifying design.

W hile most of the excitement around block-
chain stems from its use in cryptocurren-
cies, designers are beginning to find inter-
esting ways to solve system problems using 

it and other forms of DLT. The most commonly used data 
structure for distributed ledgers is the blockchain. A key 
feature of a blockchain-based system is the decentralized, 

replicated data synchronized among 
separate network nodes, which may 
be geographically dispersed. There is 
substantial discussion around some 
terms in DLT, public versus private 
in particular. We believe it is better 
to distinguish blockchain systems 
based on their permission model—
permissioned or permissionless—
because that is directly tied to the 
technology, whereas private or pub-
lic may apply to the visibility of the 
network or ledger itself.

With its features providing dis-
tributed, trusted data using no 

central server, DLT seems to be a natural tool for many 
complex distributed systems, and a number of imple-
mentations have been proposed. However, some environ-
ments and applications are not well suited to using an ap-
pend-only ledger. For example, an analysis of DLT for the 
international banking consortium the Society for World-
wide Interbank Financial Telecommunication (SWIFT) 
found that the permissionless model used by Bitcoin 
and other cryptocurrencies “does not provide the level of 
trust, transparency, and accountability required by the 
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financial industry.”1 The SWIFT anal-
ysis noted that permissioned ledgers 
are helpful, but “existing implementa-
tions of permissioned ledgers remain 
basic.” Of particular concern is the 
immutable aspect of transactions re-
corded in blockchains.2–4 As noted by 
the European Banking Institute, “Once 
an error is embedded in the block-
chain, this may be highly problematic, 
legally, in that often law requires the 
ability to rectify errors as a matter of 
law in a way foreign to DLT.”2 One op-
tion is to correct errors by issuing a 
new transaction that supersedes the 
older, erroneous transaction. In this 
way, the ledger provides a full history 
of events as they happened. While this 
is possible or desirable for some appli-
cations, privacy laws lead to additional 
complications, as discussed later.

In addition to complicating support 
for privacy rules, other properties of 
conventional blockchains are not a 
good match for applications beyond 
cryptocurrency,5,6 and modifications 
to distributed ledger designs are being 
developed to meet new needs. Block-
chains are a valuable DLT for provid-
ing trust, but there are many ways 
to construct distributed ledgers. We 
propose an alternative that provides 
the trust features of blockchains with 
a more flexible data structure and or-
dering protocol.

DLT AND DATA 
MANAGEMENT
A distributed ledger, as the name sug-
gests, is a distributed record of trans-
actions maintained by consensus 
among a network of peer-to-peer nodes 
(possibly geographically dispersed). 
The most widely recognized form of 
DLT is the blockchain structure, which 
provides the basis for cryptocurren-
cies and a variety of other applications. 
Most currently available distributed 
ledger designs using blockchain pro-
vide certain properties:

 › Pseudo-anonymity: Especially 
for cryptocurrency, blockchains 
enable participation using only 
identifiers. Permissioned block-
chains may not include this 
property.

 › Public access and transparency: 
Every participant can see all 
transactions on the blockchain, 
although they may be ano-
nymized. This property may also 
not be provided in permissioned 
systems.

 › Small transaction size: Block-
chains were originally designed 

for monetary transactions, so 
messages are assumed to be 
relatively small.

 › Immutable records: As a conse-
quence of the linked chain of 
cryptographic hashes of records, 
a change to one record would 
cause the hash of subsequent 
records to be invalid, so changes 
require recomputing of the 
entire chain. As a result, it is 
generally intractable to change 
any record in a blockchain.

 › Proof of work or other expensive 
consensus models: This is a con-
sequence of the need to prevent 
double spending. Permissioned 
blockchains do not generally 
need this feature and can use 
simpler consensus.

 › Block ordering guarantee: The 
consensus mechanism ensures 
ordering of the blocks, and there-
fore transactions, preventing the 
possibility of double spending.

 › Decentralization: There is no 
central authority for records. 

With each update, records are 
dispersed simultaneously to 
peer nodes, who ensure that the 
updates are correct.

 › Replication and synchronization 
guarantee: Transactions are 
duplicated across all nodes of the 
network so that every node has 
an identical copy of all transac-
tion records current to the most 
recent update cycle. Consensus 
protocols are designed so that 
when the consensus is complete, 
all nodes have an identical copy 
of the distributed ledger records.

 › Integrity protection: Cryp-
tographic hashes are used to 
guarantee that records have not 
been changed.

We compare these properties with 
the needs of more typical applica-
tions of distributed data storage and 
retrieval in Table 1. Note that six of 
the nine blockchain properties de-
s ig ne d for cr y ptocur renc y a re at  
odds with the requirements of many  
other applications.

NEED FOR AN ALTERNATIVE 
SOLUTION
The mismatch between blockchain 
properties and many application 
needs has led to a number of problems 
in applying blockchain designs to data 
management problems. For example, 
Bitcoin is designed to provide some de-
gree of anonymity in transactions (i.e., 
only public identifiers, not real-world 
identities, are used), but the law may 
prohibit anonymity for many types of 
transactions and require participants 

The financial industry views full traceability  
and simplified reconciliation of transactions among 

the key advantages of DLT.
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to be identified for tax or other pur-
poses. Laws that require the ability to 
delete privacy relevant information, 
such as the European Union General 
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), 
may limit the type of information that 
can be stored in a blockchain.2,4

For system engineers, the price of 
distributed trust is often an added 
complexity. The design choices that 
were made to incorporate anonym-
ity and prevent double spending in 
blockchains often lead to seemingly 
unnecessa r y compl icat ions when 
applied to areas beyond cryptocur-
rency. For example, immutability 
has resulted in designs where alter-
able records must be kept off of the 
blockchain, with only pointers to 
them stored in the blockchain itself. 
Alternatively, some designs involve 
encrypting data on the blockchain 
and then destroying the encryption 
key to delete the data. Neither of these 
options may be desirable for many 
applications, as the first option leads 
to unnecessary complications, and 
the second risks the data’s being de-
crypted in the future, when data must 
be protected for decades. These are 
serious design issues for supporting 
privacy requirements, such as those 

of the GDPR, resulting in proposals, 
such as an editable blockchain,7 us-
ing new forms of hashing. For cryp-
tocurrency, a consensus algorithm is 
needed to guarantee record ordering 
in the absence of a central time au-
thority (i.e., transactions are ordered 
based on group consensus rather than 
the time of entry into a system), and 
this ordering is used to prevent dou-
ble spending. Designs for access con-
trol using blockchain may involve to-
kenizing permissions, passing these 
to users, and spending down the value 
to remove a permission from a user. 
All of these strategies are needed to 
take advantage of blockchain’s trust 
properties, but blockchains would 
probably not be used if a more con-
ventional database could provide the 
desired distributed trust.

At first glance, blockchain solutions 
for applications, such as supply chains, 
financial settlements, and others, may 
appear to offer nothing more than 
added complexity in comparison with 
a conventional database. However, 
when more than one organization is 
involved, the decentralized trust of 
blockchains and other distributed 
ledgers can be a tremendous advan-
tage. For example, consider regulated 

industries where auditing is a part 
of doing business. Every node on the 
system can have a full set of records 
detailing the movement of assets. Any 
shared database can keep track of as-
set movement, but DLT adds trust by 
maintaining current integrity-pro-
tected records at every organization, 
making it easy to audit the process. 
Thus, the financial industry views full 
traceability and simplified reconcil-
iation of transactions among the key 
advantages of DLT.1 We can view DLT 
as adding a layer of distributed trust 
to the problem of data storage and re-
trieval, clearly a desirable property, 
but industry is still struggling with 
how to use DLT in practical ways.

A PERMISSIONED 
DISTRIBUTED LEDGER 
MODEL FOR DECENTRALIZED 
TRUST
Much of the current DLT research 
seems to center on how to bypass prop-
erties that were built into blockchain. 
Adaptations, such as faster consensus 
algorithms, are gradually moving DLT 
from its origin in cryptocurrency to-
ward a more general-purpose database 
technology. However, instead of tweak-
ing blockchain designs, we can rethink 
the idea of a distributed ledger to reflect 
the needs of data management applica-
tions, as discussed earlier.

Can we provide a simpler model 
that gives the decentralized trust of a 
blockchain but otherwise behaves as a 
conventional database? In this section, 
we describe an approach to achieving 
this goal using two recent propos-
als: a data block matrix8 and verified 
time.9 The data block matrix retains 
hash-based data integrity guarantees 
while allowing controlled modifica-
tion or deletion of specified records, 
with integrity guarantees for all other 
records. A data block matrix can be 
implemented in a decentralized sys-
tem to provide data replication among 
peers. The verified time protocol al-
lows guaranteed time stamps to be 
used in place of consensus algorithms 
to ensure record ordering.

TABLE 1. Comparing characteristics of DLT applications.

Cryptocurrency Finance, supply chain, e-commerce, etc. 

1. Pseudo-anonymity ID required for contracts or government 
regulation

2. Public access, transparency Controlled access

3. Small transaction size Range of message sizes up to large 
documents and images

4. Immutable records Changes and deletions, often required 
by law

5.  Proof of work and other expensive 
consensus models

Flexible consensus models

6. Block ordering guarantee Time stamps often required

7. Decentralization Same in many applications

8.  Replication and Synchronization 
guarantee

Same in many applications

9. Integrity protection Same in many applications
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The data block matrix uses an ar-
ray of blocks, with hash values for 
each row and column. This structure 
makes it possible to delete or modify 
a particular block with hash values, 
assuring that other blocks have not 
been affected. An example is shown in 
Figure 1. Suppose that it is desired to 
delete block 12 by writing all zeroes to 
that block or otherwise modifying it. 
This change disrupts the hash values  
of H3,- and H-,2 for row 3 and column 2. 
However, the integrity of all blocks 
except the one containing X is still en-
sured by the other hash values. That 
is, other blocks of row 3 are included 
in the hashes for columns 0, 1, 3, and 4. 
Similarly, other blocks of column 2 are 
included in the hashes for rows 0, 1, 2, 
and 4. Thus, the integrity of blocks that 
have not been deleted is assured. Blocks 
can be deleted by overwriting with ze-
roes or other values, with one row and 
one column hash recalculated; specifi-
cally, after deleting block i, j, row i, and 
column j, hash values are recalculated.

The data structure ensures the fol-
lowing properties:8

 › Balance: The upper half (above 
diagonal) contains, at most, one 
additional cell more than the 
lower half does.

 › Hash sequence length: This is the 
number of blocks in a row or col-
umn hash proportional to N  
for a matrix with N blocks by the 
balance property.

 › Number of blocks: The total num-
ber of data blocks in the matrix 

is −N N2  because the diagonal 
is null.

 › Block dispersal: No consecutive 
blocks appear in the same row 
or column.

Clearly, this data structure is not 
suited to all DLT applications, but it 
offers features that are difficult to pro-
vide with a conventional blockchain. 
Our goal is not to replace blockchains 
but to offer a new form of data storage 
structure that provides the integrity 
guarantees of blockchain with the 
addition of reversibility, which can be 
used in a wide range of applications. A 
comparison is shown in Table 2.

In distributed ledger designs, the 
role of time is often an afterthought. 
Some DLT systems have no inherit 
transaction time stamp to record when 
the transaction was submitted to the 
system. Rather, the transactions adopt 
the time when they were included into 
the ledger, which may occur after a 
significant amount of time has passed 
since being submitted. This approach 
has worked for applications where just 
having a transaction accepted is good 
enough (e.g., we do not need to know 
that a cryptocurrency transaction was 
submitted down to the millisecond, 
just that it was submitted and eventu-
ally recorded in the ledger).

However, when time-dependent sit-
uations arise, a time stamp becomes 
more important, and knowing when a 
transaction was submitted to a system 
may be more important than know-
ing when it was incorporated into the 

ledger. Often, systems will rely on local 
system time or a network time, and 
both may differ from one system to 
the next. Distributed ledgers must be 
able to operate in environments that 
include rules mandated by govern-
ments or contracts. For some appli-
cations, the ordering of transactions 
into blocks within the blockchain may 
not be enough, and there is a need for 
a global time stamp service, providing 
verified time.9 Time is a key component 
of this because things happen outside 
of the blockchain that matter for ap-
plications. Orders must be fulfilled by 
a specified date and time, legal papers 
must be filed on schedule, and so on, re-
quiring time stamps of events that take 
place outside of the blockchain.

A global time-stamping approach 
would include an agreed-upon and 
accepted service. This approach could 
incorporate a high-resolution block-
chain time mechanism, such as the 
open source Chainpoint protocol,10 
into the distributed ledger to produce 
a final and agreed upon time stamp. 
Chainpoint uses the Network Time 
Protocol with the National Institute of 
Standards and Technology Random-
ness Beacon to provide provable time 
stamps, and it might be adapted to the 
needs described here.

The blockchain data structure 
and proof-of-work protocol 
were designed to solve the 

problem of double spending in cryp-
tocurrencies. Although blockchain 
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Figure 1. A data block matrix with num-
bered cells.

TABLE 2. Blockchain and data block matrix features.

Blockchain: provides integrity and  
sequencing 

Data block matrix: provides integrity  
and erasure

Integrity protection and no erasure 
possible

Integrity protection for all blocks not 
erased

Double-spend problem solved by 
distributed transaction ordering 
guarantees

Ability to erase values obviates need for 
ordering guarantees through consensus 
algorithms

Ordering guarantees require consensus 
algorithms

Ordering guarantees granted by time 
authority
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has found many applications outside 
of cryptocurrency, many of its fea-
tures are not well suited to common 
d a t a - m a n a g e m e n t  a p p l i c a t i o n s , 
leading many to argue that distrib-
uted ledgers are only databases with 
more complex features. As we have de-
scribed, the added trust of distributed 
ledgers is a valuable feature, providing 
greatly simplified auditability and ver-
ification of actions among multiple 
parties in applications, such as supply 
chain and others.

The blockchain design for hash-
based integrity verification provides 
trust at the cost of an inability to de-
lete or update records, leading to de-
sign complications that would not 
arise wit h conventiona l database 
management systems. Similarly, the 
sequencing guarantees of blockchain 
consensus protocols are needed for 
cryptocurrency in the absence of a uni-
versal time stamp. Moreover, actions 
within the distributed ledger must be 
connected with other actions in the real 
world through accurate time stamps. 
We have presented a new architec-
ture that provides the trust features of 
blockchains with characteristics that 
allow for simpler designs and greater 
practicality in conventional data man-
agement problems. We believe this al-
ternative can lead to new approaches 

to incorporating trust into distributed 
systems applications.
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